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SUMMA.RY OF THE WORK FOR 1941-1942
SCOPE OF THE WORK
13 Homemaker's groups with 575 members and 68
volunteer leaders held 410 meetings with a total
attendance of 7,599.
68 Method Demonstrations were attended by 1,127
adults.
64 4-H club demonstrations were attended by 976
juniors. Volunteer leaders held 328 meetings with a
tob,l attendance of 4,855. 80 4-H club members in 43
clubs completed Home Economics projects.
181 home visits were made and 1,967 office and
telephone calls. 590 individual letters were written
and 518 bulletins distributed.
FOODS �� NUTRITION
340 members report improved practices.
12,286 quarts of meat, vegetables and fruit were canned.
890 quarts were canned by 4-H members.
164 Victory gardens were maintained by new gardeners.
3,160 units of food were prepa�ed by 4-H club members,
$241.20 being the estimated value.
CLOTHING
3,000 garments for home use were made by members
of Homemaker's clubs and 2,910 were made for Defense
projects. 555 improved practices have been adopted
in care of clothing. 4-H club members made 321 articles
in garment making, estimated saving, $180.06.
T1:"E HOUSE, FURNISHINGS & SURROUNDINGS
278 Homemakers have learned better care of home
equipment. 275 cotton mattresses and 299 cotton comforts
were made.
OUTLOOK & RECOMMENDATIONS
Adult and Junior leaders are anxious to cooperate
for efficiency in all projects. The latter will be
based upon Defense and Victory.
Pima CouDty
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III.P OF PIllA COUNTY SHOWING DISTANCES IN IIlLES (Approx.) from the
Home Demonstration Agent Headquarter. (Tucson) to each community
in which Extension program will be carried in.1942 •
Di tancesr
Ar ftca 63-68
-A i.--4-10 mls.
Amphii tre--4!-lO mls.
Altar klla -15--55 mls.
.mpire-5onoita- 5 � (Fair only)
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�
-4 mls.
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n. Lowell-1-14 mll.
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Marana--24-33 mls.
kiaaioa Viaw--2!-5 mIs.
hational City--5-l0 mls.
5ahuarita--18-35 mls.
5e118--63-15 mIs. (Fair only)
Sopori--45-85 mls.
Sunuyside--6-12 mls.
Tanqu. Yerde--16-45 mls.
Dlnghampton__4_10 mls.
4-M Clubs only&
Greatervil1e--52 mls.
Vail----------23 mls.
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CHANGES IN COUNTY EXTENSION PROGRAlI
Form or Organization
The form ot organization remains the
same as given in the 1939 report. Groups have been
tormed and combined with older groups whenever possible�
Adult work is carried through the
Homemakers Clubs in most communities.
Mrs. Kurus Dail i8 president of the
County Coordinating Council of'Pima County.
IArs. W-. K. Birdsall Vice President
Mrs. w. N. Allen Treasurer
Mrs. Ed Halderman Reporter
Airs. Maxine Peugh Secretary
Mrs-. E. O. Watkins County Nutrition Chairman
Commfinity Homemakers offioir.s are 8S
rollowsl
AMPHITHEATRE : Yrs. W. H. Birdsall, Pres.
�. W. H. Wick, Vice Pres.
Mrs. � •.J. Poulter, Sec.
�:. 0••SS8 Thomas, fteporter
Mrs. H. I. Fariss, Cb. or
Food and Clothing
BINGHAMPTONt Mrs. H. Martineau, Pres.
Mrs. A. Stephens, Viee Pres.
FORT LOi'ELLc Mrs. �. F. Dai1, Pres.
Mrs. W. N. Allen, Viee Pres.
Mrs. H. Castleman, Sec.
Mrs. J. G. Lambert, rteporter
Mrs. doe Polaski, Treasurer
GOVERNMINT HEIGHTSt Mrs. Roy Clyde, Pres.
Mrs. Ted L. Mason, Vice Pres.
Mrs. Ted L. Mason, Sec.
Mrs. P. F. Steuri, Reporter
RILLITO PARK, Mrs. Leon Heath, Pres.
Mrs. M. Blanton, Vice Pres.
Mrs. K. Brown, See.
Vnh l'iil'!l. Derrick, Treasurer
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CHANGES IN CCTUNTY EXTENSION PROGRAM
Form of Organization, Contipued
SAHUARITA, Mrs. Fred Jones, Pres.
Mrs. Clyde Gaines, Sec.
Mrs. N. C. Nielsen, Reporter
Mrs'. Ewing Jones, Chaiiman of
Food and �lothing
SUNNYSIDE, Mrs. Grace Korte, Pres.
Mrs. �. o. watkins, Rep. & Sec.
SOPORI, Mrs. Dorothy Merchant, Pres.
Mrs. Jennie Spencer, Vice Pres.
Mrs. Vernon Gatlin, Sec.-Treas.
NATIONAL CITY: Mrs. Maxine Peugh, Fres.
Mrs. J. O. CoIt ran, Sec.
Ilrs. M. E. Grayson, Treas.
Mrs. Jewell Long:, Nutrition Chr.
MISSION VIEW, Mrs. �oy H. Stewart, Pres.
Mrs. O. Dolph, �ice Pres.
Mrs. W. L. White, Sec.
Mrs. J. B. Scott, Reporter
lIirs. Roy Montgomery, Nutrition
Chairman
HOMEMAKERS ART (0) l 'frs. L. W. Johnson, Pres.
Mrs. G. Williams, Vic e Pres.
Mrs. W. u:. Glover, Sec.
Mrs. I. W. McNeil, Treas. &
Nutrition Chairman
tArs. LeRoy Henderson, Organist
EUREKA. (C II ilfrs. R.. E. Calhoun, Pres.
M.rs. i!:. Jieynolds, Vic,e Pres.
Mrs. L. B. Williams, Sec.
Mrs. it. W. Carter , Pianist
HOMEMAKERS CHORUS t Mrs. Agnes L. Krentz, Pres.
Evalyn Bentle" Sec.-5ponsor
Program for Homemakers' Groups
The program for the year is _de by ihe aomemakers.
Each group sends two members to the Countx Planning
.eeting.
21 officers or the homemakers groups met tor a
county planning meeting Dec. 4th. Althougb they took
up other phases ot our work the purpose ot the meeting
Evalyn A. Ben,tley
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Chan@8s in Extension frogram, continued
was largely to discuss Achievement Day and how we may
improve thereon for next year. It was decided to hold
Achievement Day at the Amphitheatre Schoolhouse if
that plant was available and the war situation was
favorable tor tires. They decided that it was necessary
to. improve report making and the best v18.y was to spend
more time at each meeting in getting reports. lt was
suggested that each group have a chairman to receive
reports on food and another one to collect reports on
clothing. We also discussed how to make our business
meeting sborter and yet cover the ground.
The meeting was attended by Miss Jean Stewart,
State Leader of' Home Demonstration Work of the Agricultural
Extension S'srviee, University of Arizona, who gave some
suggestions in preparations for defense.
Homemakers Coordinating Council Meeting
A one-half day conference was held with the County
Chairman discussing plans for the county meeting of the
homemakers coordinating council.
The meeting of the County ooordinating council was
held Tuesday, Ap_il 21st. Nine groups were represented
and made plans tor various groups tor future programs.
!'urniture remodeling was especially requested by
Amphitheatre. Other groups wished to stress thrift and
economy in all way, possible in other projects. All
wished to include Ked::::Cross, Home Nursing, First-Aid
and Defense work as well as recreation at home and in
the community.
The program adopted was a's;.' follows:
September-Plans for the work of the year; special
plans for salvages of fats; special stress on organi­
zation.
October-Volunteer clothing leaders to give back
the work given to them at the training meeting the last
of September.
NOVember-Volunteer clothing leaders to give back
work in Vry Cleaning and Pressing to their groups; the
work given to them the last of October.
December-Christmas U�e�ing9-Work given back to
local groups on Buying Meat; training m�eting held in
November. Also stress games, toya made at home and
Christmas dinners and picnic lunches.
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Changes in Extension Program, continued
Homemakers Coordinating Council Meeting, continued
JanuarY-Safety in the home; health and sanitation.
)'ebruary-Pa"triotic theme, state and national.
General home repai� and care of equipment demonstrations.
Mareh-and
April';' Nutrition. work given. back to groups as
received by volunteer local leaders at training meeting.
June-
July- Kecreational meetings; demonstrations
August- on cleaning and care of sewing machines,
and other equipment; le�t over and crowded-out work.
Extra Ueetings'- Meetings: for officers J training
in simple parlimentary rules, meetings with secretaries,
reporters and 4-11 club work are sandwiched in when
possible.
:ADULT {'.I,mlDERSHIP
Local leaders assume responsibility for the various
local groups. Training is given in county wide groups
in most instances.
JUNIOR LEADERSHIP
Junior leaderShip has been accepted by the teachers
in the local schools at the request of the school board.
The few summer clubs we have are led by teachers or older
4-ti Club members. Cooperating, agencies are the Pima
County Health Dept. which assists in the health proj ect
which is carried by all cluga and the County School
Superintendeni of Schools, Mrs. P. H. Ross.
GENERAL POLICIES
The agent cooperates with all agencies;especially
interested in the home and a180 With all defense
organizations as a partor our home project.
OFFICE DAYS
Saturday morning is devoted to 4-H club work, in
the main. Adul� work takes many ot the other mornings
as all work grows as the years pass.
Evalyn A. Bent ley
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acurn MEETINGS
As the Agent is more and more pressed for time she
h as planned county-wide meetings which. have been success­
ful.
PROGRAM OF WORK
Factors lonsidered and Methods of Determininra' the Same
The following"iquestions are asked before a project
is decided upon:
Does the work fill a definite need?
Have r4tquests been made?
In order to leave the a,gent some time for other
projects, how much or this work can be done by the
people themselves?
Is there any overlapping of the work in other
aa.gencies which would make the publio feel that it is
a duplication of the work in the county?
Will thi project be of value?
We still must consider the mileage because our
groups are �dely scattered over Pima County. We endeavor
to change our program or work each year to meet the
present needs in order to solve the practical problems
of the home.
A table showing the program of work as planned in
Pima County tor 1942-1943 folloWSI
PLAN OF fiOHE D:::,"�l!sTRATIOll t:onx FOR � it 1943
, -'
BY mOJECTS &. co: ..��rl�, 1'I1.;A comITY, EVALYN A. BElrrLEI,. H.D.A.
Project COtmnlnit!es Leaders Enroll- Met.hod Rc:;ult. lletr...od of Procedure Goals �:O* t�o. flo.
Sub-proJ. where Work 110. m-ent Demons. Der...ons. Days Days
rM" will be gone no. 110. No. epe. ItDA.
70 ill
the
Year
I. Organization
Sub-ProJect B.
Home Economies
Extension Org.
Phase 1.
Homemakers
Clubs
Phase 2.
Homemakers
Councils
Sub-Project C.
4-R Clu!Js
Phase 1.
4-n Club
CrgsJ'i_j,zation
Amohlt,heatre
Millto Park
Ft� Lowell &
Tanque Verde
Cov'1;. Heights &
I.tional Cit,..
SaJmarlta, &.
Continental
Sopor!
Sunnyside
Blnghampton
Eureka
nomemakerts Art.
56 44 Analyze the problems To help
in each Community. members
Home Demons. Agent t.o select
to organize all
-
proJacts
groups &: help 'In which will
seleotin1; proJeots be completed
nth de.fln.% ..
(X)
2 ; April
Ste­
wart
76550
its reoords
t� which
show defin­
l�resulte
.from 10% or
the enroll­
:moot
Same as above. 2f! 550
'I.
'0 April
4-H
Ach.
Day
To pla."1 the work
£OT' the year To carry
throueh
plana
made
Continental
Flowing Wells
Cov't. Heights
Slln..'1}"side
Arivaca
Lecuna (Jaynes)
Sa!m"!lrita
Sopori
The AGent to super­
vise. train leaders
& su-pply _terial
4
Go ,2
To .rol­
low out­
lines"
Com.plete
lOO�
110�
PLAN OF HOJ.m! DEMONSTRATIon WORK FOR � � 1943
Program ot Work, continued
Projeot COll'l..lllunities Leaders Enroll-: Method Demons , Resw..t: _;M�thod of lTooed.�e Goals No. * No.
Sub-Project where work No. ment No. bemons..
.
DaY's Days
Phase will be done No. No. ,Spec. HD�
IIII. Nutr!t10n Ail listed 12 60 S 6
'
To demonstrate,cor';" To save 10 During
Sub-Project D. under Home- rect method�' .. .;
'
food season
Food Preservation makers
.
'. ',' products tor'
Phase 2 & .3
� .
�
.
> ;< & teed Food
Canning & Drying
:' . :_ the f'am- has.
ill" bet-
ter - To
reach at
least
, one fam-'
fly in
each com-
munity
.
not on
our rolls
Mo.
)CIJ
Sub-Project D.
Food Preparation
Phase 4.
Preparation All 12 550 44 10
To secure 5
5� re­
porting
Use of substitutes on thrift
& Thri:ft. To & improved
teach proper methods practices
ot preparation ot
simple foods &. to ' ",.
keep all nutritional
information up to
date as to health
facts
24 Dudge�
Jan.27
& 2S
NOV6J 5
& 6
I�ar • .3
&4
Program of Work, continued
Project
Sub-Project
Phase
Communities Leaders Enroll- Method Demons. Re�sult Method of Procedure Goals No.* No , Mo.
where work No. ment llo. Demons. Days Days
will bJ:! _don_e _ _ � � NQ. No. SJ>Qo_HDA
XIV. Clothing All
Sub-Project A.
Selection
Phase 1. The
Well Dressed
Woman
Sub-Project D.
Selection & Eoon..
omies
Phase 3.
Phase g.
4-H Nutrition
Clubs.
Continental
Gov't Heights
Sahuarita
Laguna
Sunnyside
-Flowing Wells
6 46 26 10 (To stress the economics 1
{of purchasing food in
(order to stretch. the
(rood dollar, also methods
(of table setting & 50%
(serving reporting
practices
Adopted
AprU
25 A..D�
.30 Sept. 23 �
& 29 .0
April g
Dryden
24 550 36 .30 Work to leaders
to be given by the
state specialists,
two volunteers
leaders who will
give the work back
to their groups
To reach J
30% of en­
rollment.
To keep
the rural
women
dressed
as well as
their in­
come will
permit
with em­
phasis
upon buy­
manship &
thrift
Program of Work, continued
Project Communities Leaders-_Enroll- Method Demons·.Result )'{etho(i".Qf Procedure Goals .. No.* No. .Mo.
Sub-Project where work' No., ment No. 'Demons.'
.'
-
Days Days
fhase_____ will be done No. 'No. Spec.JillA
Phase 4. 4-H �lub 'Continental
Clothing Sahuarita
Laguna
Arivaca
'Sopori
tlowing Wells
Gov't Heights
Sunnyside
40 }O The EDA to work, . . 100% 2
supervise and train Com-
leaders_to: give plate
,demonstrations. the
968
xv. Horne All
Economics
(Home Management)
Sub-Project A.
Selection
Phase 1. Home Furn­
ish1n�8
Phase 2. Housing
Phase 3. Kitchen
Improver.lent &:
Repairs
6 2 To cheek on work
which has been
given, further
instructions
where needed.
To teach the
care and repair
or home articles,
including care
of sewing aachtne,
12 550
work
as
standard
clubs
Hold
COtl.."lty
Achieve­
ment
Day .
To reach 2
50% with 2
thrift pro­
gram in
care of
.home
equipment.
30 Rovey
Stewart
p.a.
�
4 Ballantyne
4 Feb. 20,
24.
Ritch
July 16
• 27
Program or Work, continued
Project Communities Leaders Enroll- Method Result Method of Procedure Goals No. * No. Mo.
Sub-ProJeot where work No. ment Demons .Demons. Days Days
Phase will be done }los No. Nos Spec. HOi
XVI. Health All 12 550 10 20 In cooperation with To in- 10
Sub-Projeot B. the Pima Co. Health struct
Health Program Dept. demonstrations members in
Adult and talks will be positive
given to all groups, health
Phase 2 include all health
'
and give
4-H Health work 8S one of the instructions
Clubs II'S in 4-H Club work for simple
home care
.-or the sick
and First to
Aid.
To correct
defects and
help members
to become
aware of
positive
health
XVII. Child All 2S 670 12 To include music To train 10 14
Development in all 4-H Club leaders in
& Parent Projects song leading ..
Education To maintain Co•.
Sub-Project A. eho. tor Home-
Behavior makers with 20
Phase 2 4-H members.
Music Appreoia-
tion Clubs
Program of Work, continued
Project
Sub-Pro�ect
Fhase
Communities Leaders
where work No.
will be done
Enroll- Jjethod Result Method of Procedur-e Goals No." No ..
ment Da�ons.Demons. Days Days
No ..� _� �J>1o. :No.
-
Spec. fIDA
Mo.
XVIII • Community
Activities
Sub-Project A.
Related Agencies
Phase .3.
_
Farm
Bureau
Sub-Project B.
Conferences
Phase 1. Annual
Conference
Phase :3
Sub-Projeet c.
Publicity
Phase 2.
Weekly Column
Phase 4. Adult
Sub-Project D.
Fairs
Sub-Project E.
Ach. Days &
Fairs, Adult
4-H C-ub Fair
To cooperate in To become
every way possible better ac-
quainted in
To attend con- the-groups
terence for informa-
tion and Inspiration
May and
August
Dec. or
Jan.
4
...
�
All members 20 670 To assist both juniors To teach
enrolled and adults in main- the writ-
taining their publl- lng of
city colu� in the better
weekend editions publicity
of the Tucson
papers. Assist in To arouse in- 6 Feb. 20-
all preparations terest in ex- 24
for the Fair hibits Nov. Sells
All All All Hold Achievement 100% attendance 3 Oct.
Day, show re�Jlts of groups
of year's work
u If II To illustrate what Larger partici- 2 4 April 25
is being done in patlon
club work and stim-
ulate interest
Pro�am of nork, continued
Project
Sub-Project
Phs8e
Sub-Project F.
Picnics &
Community Dinners
Sub-Project K.
Recreation
Phase 4
Christmas Gift
Meetings
Phase 6
County Chorus
Communities
where work
will 'be done
Leaders Enroll- Method Result Method of Procedure Goals No.* No.
No. ment Demons. Demons. Days Days
No. No. No. _ _ _ �_ �����_��_ Spec. HDA
Mo.
To help plan menus 1 good
and entertainment community
All ' All All dinne)!" in-
each oomm. 14
,-
" " at To provide enter- Entertain-
tainment tor ment for
Christmas time and all the
also to supply the familt in
need £or those who one-halt ot
....
are interested in our enroll-
�
group singing. To ed member-
help with group ship
singing.
*Indicate when and where specialist's help is needed.
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Changes in County Extension 'Program, continued
LEADERS TRAINING MEETINGS
Since the 'tall of 1939, the homemakers groups
have each selected two leaders who attended the county­
wide leader's training meetings. The work they have
repeated to their own groups has been satisfactory.
Same leaders have made pronounced improvement and we
reel they could' demonstrate beBore any group, urban
or rural.
16
I. Organization
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HOMEMAKERS CLUBS
TID:- Throughout the year
PLACE:Amphltheatre, .ljo, Binghampton, Fort
L�wellJ Government Heights, Homemakers Art, Eureka,
National City, Rillito Park, Sahuarita, Sopori,
Sunnyside, Mission View.
HISTORY & PROGRESSl
Smaller groups have been combined with larger
ones, making thirteen homemakel"Wl clubs. The enrollment
is 5TS.
The groups and location remain the same as
in last yearts annu�l, with the addition or !jo. This
group located about 150 miles from Tucson in a copper
mining center has been organized and carried Oft by
correspondence. The first meeting was so successful
they asked for other help by oorfespondence and the
program ot work planned for 1942 is well done. They
follow the general idea or work in Pima County but
can Dot send leaders to our training meetings on account
of present conditions but they can at least do a portion
ot the work along with defense projects.
Time in the office has been used in reading
material for next year�s projects and 1ft preparing notes
on subjec't matter tor future use. Th.�--::bulletin files
have been sorted and a new filing.' index has been made.
Leaders and members have met the agent in the office
r or conference on the work ia progress. This has
helped to save transportation tor the agent as the
office visit could be combined with other Tucson
errands for the cooperator.
The office inventory was checked, cmpied
and returned to the central office. Some office time
.as been used to check over the files and discard
old and out or date bulletins 80 as to make room for
new material.
The agent has spent time iD reading accumulated
bulletins, replying to letters and office calls, and
has held conferences with Homematers, 4� Club members,
as well as the office starr conference. Mr. Anderson
ot the Purchasing Department helped select some rurnish�
inzs tor the office.
}:ear Book
We discussed the year book tor Homemakers as
the suggestion was made that it be used on a state wide
1'1 Evalyn A. Bentley
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I. Organization
Year Book. continued
basis. The agent made five home ca.lle to secure
Arizona poetry or prose for the Homemaker's I!lt
book. All those solicited were glad to oontribute
to our project. Pima County has had a year book
for rive years past and'finds it usetul for the
members� They till in the place, time and subject
or the following meeting, the subject tor roll call
and the demonstration and discussien, the name of the
hostess and other flotes they wish to record. Pima
County members speak of the lear Book as their "Memory
Book" and value them as reminders or pleasant days.
The quotations for each month are used for opening or
closing. Jean Stewart, State Leader, did all the assembling
and work on the book.
ChristmaS Meetings
At all or the�� �roups members devoted their
December meeting time to�luggestions for Christmas.
Most of the groups had the usual Christmas pot luck
lunch at noon. These meetings were devoted to the
business of the group since plans must always be made
tor the next month's meeting. December is the time
t� remember old friends as well as new and try to get
every mem�er out. At nearly all or the meetings. they
sang Christmas carols, played some Christmas games an.
asked innumerable question� about preparations for
Christmas, wrapping packages and how best to entertain
the family on that day and many others along the same
line. Sahuarita and Contillental homemakers clubs .
met at Continental•. The Sopori meeting was held in
the large h_e ot the Santa Lucia Ranch. The dinner
was especially Vlell prepared and served. The vast
amount ot room on the living room porch contributed
toward making all the appointments more attractive.
National City met in a very s_ll home, nevertheless
all members were present.
Hillite Park and Amphitheatre celebrated
very much as did the others. At Amphitheatre they
used the mistletoe hung by the doorway in order to
break the ice and have a good time. tii�ce three or
the mothers had boys at Honolulu and Manila, it was
necessary to have some diversion. Homemakers expressed
themselves as being thankful tor the song books they
had purchased and also thanktul that we have been urging
that all groups do more singing. The agent was able
to borrow a small portable organ which helped very
much with the singing or carols since many or our homes
do not have pianos.
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Christmas Meetings. continued
At allot the homemakera meetings, the home
demonstration agent showed her kit ot suggestions tor
Christmas gifts as. a review or some ot the work we
have done before by refreshing their minds on some points.
The kit also was loaned to those groups who requested it,
and leaders gave the demonstratiol!1l on the making of
various articles.
When the lantern slides tor an entertainment
Christmas week failed to arrive, the agent substituted
and used her own slides and talked about Christmas in
Hopi land. She did this twice during vacation days.
TOl! For Children
S'uggestions for Christmas toys, which Can
be made at home at little expense, have been given to
all groups. The toys are made from tin cans, blocks,
clothes pins, paste board containers, and other
materials at hand, along with some paint and work.
Annual Pianic for Homemakers
This was not held in 1942. There was mucb
grief over the cancellation at the last moment. All
have enjoyed this event since away back ia the twenties
and look forward to Yisiting 'with old friends and meeti�
new ones. With the exception of 1939 the annual picnic
has always been held on the University Campus.
Annual Achievement Dar Postponed
For the present, plans have not been completed
tor our annual day. All groups enjoy the event but
reel that 118 can wait until later since plans a.re all
very uncertain now. Thi annual Achievement Day has been
held in ,N'ovember' for' the past number ot years. Our
first county-wide day was held in 1923, when we teatured
millinery made at home. In fact the first two Achieve­
ment Days featured hats made ont ot scraps, as times
were really hard. The next ones featured rugs, quilts,
then followed dress forms and their us'., the next year
we had knitted and crocheted articles. The next year
we featured child care by meafts or playlets and following
that we studied marketing and a playlet was given and
an exhibit on good and poor' marketing. Childrens'
clothing was featured onPyear, made-overs another;
another year we had a cotton dress revue and following
that'" 1fEt.l t� up home beautification an.d house furnishings.
¥le upholstered and also made furniture at home. Following
these years we have used the plan of a general exhibit
by all clubs.
.
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County Homemakers Chorus
The chorus did very good work during 1941
and 1942, accorddng to the verdict of the public.
Miss IEthyl Lobban lead the group, as Prot. Hollin
Pease of the U. of A. found his schedule too badly
crowded. Three public programs were given; one tor
the Women's Council ot Tucson, one for the evening
banquet of the State P. T. A. and the third for the
meeting ot the l;itate .1rraterna1 Gonference. The
selections given were all from the well known com­
posers.
. The Agent helped the members of the Chorus
to plan for and to carry through two �ummer picnics,
this for::the purpose or keeping alive until fa1l when
it was hoped to begin work in a larger way so that the
group might contribute t.ward the need tor music for
various civia and community gatherings. The Agent also
met ��tp the officers in order to make plana for future
work. �ven. though the interest was good, the tire
situation prevented county-wide interest and we have
disbanded for the duration.
Summer Meetings
In .May the Agent wrote letters to all
presidents of Homemakers about summer plans, giving
suggestions for roll call and for topics which could
be handled by the women if they tollowed the subject
matter which was sent at the same time. ·A Fire Pre­
vention and Control letter was sent out jointly by the
County Agent, the Assistant Coun.ty Agent and the Home
Demonstration Agent. The presidents of the Homemakers
groups were urged to do what they could in helping
non-members. In all or our groups we are more afraid
or fires in the small homes belonging to those who
are not affiliated with any organization.
Much or the time spent with the Homemakers
has dealt with programs tor the summer, a s each group
will take up a slightly dirferent line ot work in
addition to Civilian Defense, which all are carrying.
All are preparipg first Aid supplies tor their Olm
community and making other preparations for emergencies,
such as surplus bedding and clothing. They are also
considering the food supply so that they may have a
sufficient amount to feed any ·extras� or to last over
a time when transportation might be tied up.
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kecreational and other Meetings
One tour was made to visit the garden ot
Mrs. Rufus Dail, president of the Ft. Lowell Club,
who has a good vegetable garden and at the same tim.
the women visited the The. Wright home where they
have a lovely patio, rlo.er� and vegetable garden.
These gardens have been visited before on tours made
by the local homemakers clubs during the past years
and have always been an inspiration fo� others to start
a garden of their own as soon as possi�le. Now that
Victory Gardens are the order or the rial" we find the
work oi the past years haa been quite profitable as
we now have some organized effort upon which to build.
Fort Lowell Tea
The homemakers or Fort Lowell community gave
a tea at the Thew Wright home which was unique. The
women wished to add a rest room to their club room SG
decided they would have each woman earn a dollar, then
tell how she made it iD rhyme. The lines which were
read were all very clever, showed much ingenuity and
also disclosed the fact that we have some talent among
our women. Simple refreshments' were served to the 24
women who attended.
RodaCt Parad,
The agent helped with suggestions for the
costumes of some ot the rodeo parade entries, gave
simple suggestions such as hoy to make an old fashioned
bonnet out of the modern hat by turning it front for
back and adding wide ribbon ties, also told members
where they could find old fashioned cost ames.
Judges for Marana Constitutiogal Contest
.Mr. J. W. Garms, principal or the Marana.
High School, asked the agent to find Judges tor their
constitutional contest. Mrs. Anne Rogers, Mrs. Fegtly,
and Kate Van Buskirk acted as Judges. They were very
much pleased with the contest and the Marana people
were pleased with the decisions. Allor these women
have worked a great dea.l in Americanization work and
are therefore well acquainted with the subject.
Community PlAX
.b'lowing �ells gaTe a very good community play.
The work at Flowing Wells grew out of the work which
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Communitx Play. continued
began there in FeWruary 1941, when the homemakers
chorus gave their first concert in their schoolhouse.
At that time the group decided they would organize
tor recreational purpose. and hold monthly community
sings and plays. In January they gave one of their
very good community plays.
Showers
Four showers or teas were held as extra meetings,
one tor a homemaker, Mrs. E. O. Watkins at Sunnyside,
upon her 29th wedding anniversary. Mrs. Watkins has d,one
a great deal or homemakers work in Pima County, has served
in whatever capacity she could and the women showed their
appreciation by tatillg a contribution with which they
bought her a set or dishe.. Tbe appreciation shown by the
community was noteworthy.
j'ort Lowell homemakers gave a shower for Mrs.
R. E. Br'ean at which 35 memgers expressed appreciation
tor her services as secretary and clothing leader- for the
group. .Mrs. Brean was one of our' very good leaders who
was chosen to give a brief demonstration at the Country
Life Conterence last year. She is moving to California.
Community Sing and Other Recreation
A sing was enjoyed by the �hitheatre group­
also one picnic and swim. Rillito Park held a recreational
meeting which netted ,8.00 tor Defense activities. The
County Chorus held a picnic on Mission Road, well attended.
,"or summer -sings· , the Agent prepared some notes on song
leading.
All of the groups working with us a'e trying to
provide recreation which will supply the needs ot the home
and community 80 that the transportation problem will be
solved in part. The Jiomemakers group were quite ingenious
about providing means to entertain their own groups, and
the entire group is iftcluded.
Health MeetiDgs
A nurse trom the Pima County health Dept. met
allot the groups and talked on Prevention of Accidents
and food as a part ot good health. The agent talked about
nutrition and its importance at the present time for
national defense.
In cooperation with the agent, the Pima Health
Day was observed May 1st' as Child tlealth Day in all rural
communities. The material used was for positive health
teaching for �11 members of the family.
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8iscussion Meeting
Sahuarita held one meeting which was a discussion
meeting led by Mr. Ballantyne, the eYening or March 20th,
attended by 35 men and women. Tbey had a good meeting and
all participated well in the discussion. Sahuarita also
held a recreational meeting for the entire community with
an attendance or 85, subject -Democracy l&'�a World at War·.
Housing
One conference was held with Mr. Ballantyne
in regard to better homes. The agent and Mr. Ballantyne
attended a meeting at Bingbampton when we spoke to the
women about better homes and plans ror building. The
women sent out a questionnaire and expressed an interest
in the project. The agent bas also talked to other groups
about it and a meeting was held the 24th o� March when
leaders disc'ussed the subj ect with Mr. Ballantyne and the
agent.
Pima County Fair
The 4-H and Adult Departments were very good.
The baking and canning in both adult and junior departments
showed a. marked increase in entries and in quality. Th&
girls competed very well in garment making and the several
hundred entries were satisfactory in marking progress.
A fair tak.es more time than can be recorded but is a good
way of showing what we are doing.
lir Program Meetings
These meetings have not always been attended by
the Agent but she has assisted in all of the projects carried.
These include sewing, knitting, crocheting, mending, comfort
and mattress making, home nursing, rirst aid and first aid.
kits, various projects in civilian defense , various
benefits, special work in nutritional talks and demonstrations.
All or the homemakers groups held at least one
and sometimes three, extra meetings during each month at
which time they sewed on comforts which are tG be used f'or
the Tucson Civilian Delense a180 did work ror the Red Cross.
The colllf'orts for Civilian Defense are to be kept in Tucson
to be used in case ot emergency. All of the homemakers
clubs have been asked to participate in Civilian Defense
because homemakers are already organized, easy to reach,
willing, and good workers.
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War Program Meetings, continued
The agent gave the Ilvilian Defense Chairman,
Nelly Kemp, help which she passed on to the groups in
Tucson. The help included infor mat ion about how we made
our comforts in our projects and also bow we quilted them
with the lightning stitch or' the long and short stitch
instead or tying. The groups who have tried this, like
it much better than the knots. At the last count 86 quilts
had been made tor civilian defense by the Homemakers groups
ahd 125 by various other groups whe asked for help from the
agent.
The agent helped with the plans, made suggestions
and gave subject matter when possible. At many of these
meetings the subject ot defense was brought up but chiefly
in relation to our own projects, for instance, food for
defense is an outgrowth or the work we have done along the
line ot nutrition during the past year. The comfort making
follows the same lines as our comfort project. They are
getting the cottOD prepared at one or the mattress factories
free.
Defense work at Ajo was done through correspondence
because of distance but their report on work done on
nutrition was especially good as waS that ot Binghampton on
l!:nriched nour and Bread. Help was given to all groups
on the use of sugar substitutes, stressing honey, an Arizona
product. The salvage campaign ftS giveil support by the
groups in all materials, including the ·Save the Fats· projecto
,'ire and accident prevention was emphasized. ",Kecreation at
home" to save time is one slogan.
tomen are taking sheet metal woek at night, some
attend classes between 11 p. m. and 6 a. m. when qualified,
jobs are accepted. Along with the home duties they are
truly busy.
Some or thw work in figures inoludes.
2400 garments made
124 garments knitted
386 quilts and comforts made lPart or this work
has not been in­
cluded in other
figures. )
144 Yt.cto1'yc.gatt4enac
12,456 quarts or canned food
Participation in all drives and salvage campaigns,
but reports not kept as separate figures.
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War Program Meetings. continued
Save the Fats, a special Defense or War project
was extended to all rural communities. Not only methods
or saving rats by using them in home cooking, but also
how to save for the meat dealers collection.
Share the Meat project was begun in November
with three meetings of the Nutrition committee and two
leader's training meetings under the direction of the
agent, one for city and the other for rural leaders.
other meetings attended by homemakers devoted
to civilian defense and war time projects have averaged
26 -per month with a total attendanoe or 4224. These
meetings are planned by the agent but not always attended.
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JUNIOR PROJECTS
Garment Making t ,i'ood
Selection � Preparation, Eeod
�reservationJ health, Song
Leading & Publicity
Beautification ot Home Grounds
I. O�nization
!imIl September to September
Placet Continental, Flowing wells, Government
Heights, Laguna, Sahuarita, Sopori, Sunnyside, Arivaca.
Organization and Historx
The work began with summer clubs in 1923 and
has been a continuous projec1 since that time.
Progress and Deyelop_nt
This remains the same as in the 1940 &: 1941
annual report; so has not been repeated.
Outlook and Recommendation
The war has speeded our efforts and we shall
have a busy year.
Changes and Outlook
rn 4-li club work as in all other phases of
our club work the war has made many other changes.
We are revamping our program to meet them.
Garment Making. 4-H Clubs
Garment making was carried by all members
enrolled, with the exception ot one boy and one girl.
Glubs were located at places named.
�'ood Selection!. Preparation, 4-H Clubs
Continental, )'lowing Wells, laguna, Government
Heights, �ahuarita, Sopori and Sunnyside did good work
in this project.
Besides doing the regular work of their
projects, all 4-H girls enrolled gave time one day
each week to help with the mid-day lunch at their
school.
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i'ood i'reservation, 4-H Clubs
Nine girls Learned to can. lioberta Nichols
canned more than any other girl and stood second in
the county in the 4-ti club .i'ood Production contest
sponsored by the Kiwanis Club.
Victory gardena formed a part ot the Home
project at Sopori, Continental and �lowing Wells.
Health Clubs, 4-H
The entire membership participated in
health Clubs.
'
- Beautification of Home Grounds, 4-H
13 members raised flowers and improved the
general appearance or their homes
Publicity & Song Leading, 4-H
Publicity and Song leading, was carried by
all members enrolled.
Actual Results Obtained
43 clubs in 8 communities were carried through­
out the year. The number ot members completing in
garment making wag 18; in Home Beautification vas 13; in
food selection and preparation. was 62; and in canning
waS 9 members. 80 members ·eompleted the work in health
and song leading and carried publicity.
Attached
Grand Total for all .Tunior fro,jects Having Values
Grand Total Bt all articles made by members and
saving where savings were made:
NO. OF MEMBERS PROJECT NO. OF ARTI CLES SAVINGS
78
62
9
Garment Making 321
Food Selection & Preparation 3,160
Food Preservation 890
n80.o6
146.70
94.50
149 4,371 ,421.26
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4-.ff Club Coupcils
Three leaders or Mr. Mo�dyts Clubs and three from
those or' the agent, met in the office to talk about the
time and piace for the 4-H Club Fair. The time had. already
been set in order to suit the dates in the state orfice as
Saturday, April 2.5.
" .
Leaders Traiping Meetings' and Councils
,
Leader-.- met once to make plan.s and to receive
training f� the annual county-wide grading of all garments.
The same plan as used in former years was used. we;call
this our county-wide grading demonstration, with both
leaders and older 4-8 girls participating.
Two other leaders training meetings were held
during the year, dealing 'with current projects.
4-H' CLUB FAIR AND ACHIEVEMENT DAY, APRIL 25', 1942
'The county 4-& Club Fair was held at the j'lowing
Wells School Saturday, April 25th. About 2,0 people attended.
'Those who had never been present befo·re were much surpri,sed
at the quality. or the work shown. Both boys and girls
exhibited and WOft many hOllors. The grogram condsted ot
placing the exhibUi tirst then Judging the baking and
canning and other tood products as well as the flowe.
exhibit. Baked foods judging 118.8 done by Miss Jean Stewart,
. and Mrs. Donald Hitch judged the flowers. Miss Stewart
placed the ribbons and discussed with the girls and mothers
present the reasons wby, which was in.teresting and helpful.
The girls are determined they will have a better exhibit
next year.
The c.lothing exhibit bad been graded the Saturday
before, all ribbons placed and, the wo.rk was found by ·the
24 leaders and older girls, who gradedat, 'fo be bette,r in
quality than exhibits or other years, not only the quality
of the workmanship but the selection of fabrics has improved.
Pictures ot both garment making and food. and
flowers'were taken by Mr. Ballantyne and Mr. Rovey working
together. The song leading contest,the dress revue, and
awarding' or special medals and pins along with demonstrations
by boys and girls. concluded the program.
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County 4-H Health Club Awards
All members who are enrolled have completed work
as health club members. Health awards were given to the
members who had attained a fair degree of good health but
more emphasis was placed upon the fact that an effort
was being made by the members to carry out the health rules.
Leaders felt that at this time a greater premium should be
placed upon the effort to attain the goal than should be
given to those wha had attained it perhaps thru good
heridity and environment. Mrs. Lutie Wilson, leader of the
Continental Conquerors, awarded the ribbons to the following
members:
Mary Riveria and Kathleen Gipe, Arivaca
Alicia Acuna, Estella Salcido and Mary" Meza, Continental
Martha werbrich, Josephine Lopez and Nettie Pittman,
Hawing len.
Paulina Bonnelly, Virginia � Gloria Moreno, Government Heights
Sandra Manchester, Billie Margaret Wharton and Celia
Shumaker, Laguna
Audra Rowland, Beth Alexander, and Marjorie Collings,
Sahuarita
Barbara Black and Aliee Hackett, Sopori
Norma Lee Dayton, Patsy Vazquez, and �eanne Loudermilk,
Sunnyside
County Publicity awards
The Press judged the 4-ff Club press books as
usual, and we were quite pleased at their complimentary
remarks in regard to them. They gave Continental first
place. Since Continental won the cup tor the best all-round
work they could not accept the publicity cup as this is
against the rules of the Press. Letters were �Titten by
the members or the Press to the Laguna Loyal Laborers,
who placed first, Sahuarita who placed second, Arivaca,
third. �ome of the complimentary sentences were as tollowsil
To Laguna Loyal "Laborers -
wr want especially to express my pleasure at allot
the evidences of thought and planning and work which went
into the Laguna Loyal Laborer's scrapbook this year. The
cover, which shows great ingenuity, is extremely attractive
and was a strong point toward the decision in your favor.
Iou should be very proud or winning the Publicity Trophy
for your group this year.-
To Sopor! �illing Workers -
·Your work shows much care and industry, and your
scrapbook is a very attractive memento of the activities
of your club for the past school yearo Perhaps, with added
experience, you will win first place next year, and that is
an honor well worth yQUr efforts.-
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t. County Publicity Awards, continued
To Arivaca 4-fi Club -
·Your book contains an interestin8 record of your
activities during the past school year, and you and your
successors will enjoy reading it for many years to come.
It shows careful attention to news stories, and an interesting
handling or happenings in your neighborhood.-
.lnd to Continental 4-H Club -
KIt is with regret that Miss Bentley tells me that
your group is this year ineligible to win the Annual Pima
County 4-H Publicity Contest tropby. Your very attractive
scrapbook would have been an easy winner, except for the
fact that the Continental 4-H Club is this year's best
all-round Pima County 4-H Club and is thus barred from this
le8�e� competition. However, � want to express my con­
gratulations to your organization for getting together an
expecially attractive presentation of your club's activities
during the past school year�·
The 4-& clubs have maintained a column in th&
Star each week-end during the past seventeen years. The
Star is urging all to continue and they promise space
even though the paper is being reduced somewhat i8 size.
Best All-round Club
The agent presented the cup for the best all­
round work to the Continental Conquerors. They had an
all-school program the day it was given. To accomplish
this they had to keep at work their membership which is
scattered from Cortaro to Amado in Pima County, with ODe
member sending back her work from California. To keep
all busy by correspondence has been a problem for Mr8.
Lutie Wilson, leader. Projects carried were: first,
second, and third year garment making, meal planning,
vaking, canning, home beautification, health, song leading
and publicity, as well as the projects in wood craft
carried by the boys. The Continental group would have
won the publicity trophy had they not been pronounced
winners of the larger trophy tor the best all-round 4-H
Club in the county.
Continental celebrated the event '�th a party
at the school house, Jfriday, wi1i;h boxes of honey cookies
baked by the girls, and ice cream as a treat supplied
by the leaders, Mrs. Lutie Wilson, Mrs. Alberta Douglas
and Mrs. T. J. Hamsey. Awards were made to the Club and
pictures taken by the Home Demonstration Agent, Evalyn
A. Bentley and Mr. Robert Moody, Assistant vounty Agent.
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County SOng Leading Conte,at
All clubs were supplied with some special infor­
mation on points in song leading in preparation for the
song leading cont.est held on Saturday April 25th at the
4-fi Club Fair and Achievement Day. The agent gave the girls
some help by way of demonstrations on leading and they
worked hard along with the leaders getting ready to do some
real leading.
The various groups competed in song leading
at the County 4-ff Club Fair. The younger girls have
gained considerably since last year. The awards stood as
rollowsl
1st, Laguna, ,flo,wing Wells, Continental, Government
Heights
2nd, Soporl
3rd place was giv&n to Sunnyside
Older girls spent time in preparation for song
leading at the Annual State Round-Up.. The latter was not.
held.
All 4-H Glubs held pScnics: Sunnyside, Flowing
'lells, �opori, Arivaca, Laguna, Sahuarita, Government
Heights, Coatinental.anAttendance was a.pproximately ,00.
RepOrts and Award Winn.ere
T'he agent spent some time in checking the final
reports or 4-H Club members and the office secretary spent
time in making out certificates. The final record keeping
by the card system is yet to be completed. The fact that
four different secretaries worked in the office during May
made it more difficult to complete the records in the
usual time allotted.
Besides the work on records for the current fall
round-up of County and state winners the Agent secured
from all former Montgomery Ward and Co. winners on evaluation
or Club work. The report. were especially satisfying.
Lorraine Kitchen has climbed highest in education, now a
teacher ot science in Los Angeles, has enjoyed two trips
to �urope, one to Canada, and Uexico, also toured the entire
U. S. A. and accomplished many other things, the chief being
that she is a sensible woman.
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ieports and Award Wing.ra, continued
Other good reports or winners are: Florence Old,
(now Mrs. Uoty), winner in 1928, is a mother or 3 children.
Lois Wachter, winner in 1926, is DOW a mother or � children.
Frances *a�kin8, nnner in 1938 is a Home �cODOmiCS major
aj'the U'niversity or Arizona. liary 'Vltelch, winner in 1939
is in war industry, and Gloria Apodaca, 1940, is in nurses'
training.
State Awards
The agent contacted by home call, through office
conferences, or letters, all girls who rank high enough to
make out a final report for state awards.
When all reports were turned in Celia Shumaker,
member-leader of the Laguna Loyal Laborers was declared
state winner or the all around best record award.
Publicity is attached to this report.
Local A_rd8
Mr. Kobert J. Moody, Assistant County Agent,
and the agent, attended the community club meeting at the
"lowing liells School when the 1S 4-H G1ub members, parents
and friends were present. Mr. Moody showed some moving
pictures and the agent presented the certificates which
were awarded for 'lork done last year in woodwork and garment
making under the supervision of the Home,Demonstration
Agent.
We also introduced Eva Ortega, one or our high
point 4-H Club winners in Pi_ �ounty, who was also .inner
or tive first prizes and one second at the State Fair in
November. The agent stressed the fact that Eva not only
knows how to do good hand work �t is a good judge and
was requested to assist at the Papago Indian ;'air at Sells,
Arizona, lov. 28th.
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Pi!, County Fair
Our display was excellent in quality, much better
than ever before and the girls Vion many prizes in ribbon's
and cash. The work received commendation trom all those
who were interested and knew the quality or 4� Club work.
The girls received cash prize. tor the tirst
time. This has given the girls a great boost in food
preparation, garment making, and food preservaJion.
Roberta Nichols won $7.00; Elanor Moreno and Jean Louder­
milk won' 5.00 each; Pauline Bonelly *,.50, and other
members, 21 in all, won a total of $44.00 in premium awards.
Picnics and Community .innars
In honor or Miss Madge Reese the 4-H Clubs held
a picnic at metmore'. picnic grounds Tuesday evening, May
26th. �ore than 100 people attended and enjoyed the ham­
burgers and punch served by the 4-H Club friends. All those
attending brought salad. The program was brief and con­
sisted of patriotic songs lead by Celia M. Shumaker, �:i �'1
with Frances Watkins at the organ. The salute to the flag
and the 4-ft Club pledge, a talk by Miss Madge Reese completed
the program. .lliiembers from Arivaca, Continental, Sahuarita,
iunnyside, Government Heights, Laguna, Flowing Wells and
Amphitheate� were present.
Several conterence. were held with 4-li leaders;
also with Mr. Moody, and Miss Jean Stewart,t'in regard to
the County picnic honoring Miss Reese. The agent also
conferred with Miss Adele Wood at the Commons, who gave
aome help and suggested recipes for picnic punch.
Conferences were beld with older club membenrv
and leaders, stressing the importance ot getting those who
had been members together once in a while, and we stressed
attendance at our county picnic for that purpose.
Bealth Clubs
All members or the 4-H Health Clubs were measured,
and given the physical examination which is given by the
Health Department. They wer. also given the immunization
tests against diseases. Detective eyesight has been
corrected with glasses.
In cooperation with the �ima County rtealth
Department May 1st, was observed as Child Health Day in
rural communities. Plans were made for the leaders in the
schools to bring this to the attention or children and
parents. Pictures and posters were used.
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4-ff Clubs
I. Organizatioa
Publicity, and Song Leading
Publicity and song leading was carried by all
members, and are not divided into separate clubs as the
work was considered a part or other projects. It bealth,
publicity, and song leading clubs, were added, we would
have 24 additional clubs.
4-££ girls have participated in 12 radio programs.
They bave discussed song leading, grading the county
exhibits, nature study, and recreation at home and various
projects in tle Victory Program.
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�elia Shumaker, from Laguna 4-H Club,
winner or the trip to the 4-H Club Conereas
at Chicago, in Best All Around Record
Cont est.
E¥alyn A. Bentley
Pima County - 1942
Continental, Sahuarita, Flowing-Wells and Jayness 4-H Clubs
Baking Exhibit - Cakes and Cookies
Achievement Day, April 25, 1942
�valyn A. Bentley
Pina County - 1942
Continental, Sahuarita, F1o':rin�-'Jlells and Jaynes 4-H Clubs
Baking Exhibit - Muffins and Corn Bread. Also shows part
of the Meal Plannine Exhibit, including part of the exhibit
of Clair Dubias, Flowing-';iells, the only boy to c o-ip Le t e
Baking and t:eal Fl.annd ng , Achievement Day, April 25, 1942
�valyn A. Bentley
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.Continental Conquerors 4-H Club �embers
�on the Cup for 1942 for being best all-around Club. Also givenhighest rating for publicity, but Press Cup was presented to
Laguna Loyal Laborers.
4-H Club Press Books for 1942
-First place could not oe given to Continental since they 1i.,d
won the Cup for being the best all-around Club for 1942 abd
were thus removed from the Contest. La�una therefore was
presented the Cup for having best Press Book. Final standing,
1st Place - La�una Loyal Lauorers
2nd Place - Sopori �illing �orkers
3rd Place - Arivaca 4-H Club
E.v:=1l:rn A. Bentley
Pima County - lj42
�ntinental Conquerors 4-H Club Canning and Baking
Exhibit. Principally the exhibit of one member,
Roberts Nichols. Achievement Day, Arril 25, 1942
Evalyn A. Bentley
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Continental Conquerors 4-H Club Garment �aking Exhibit
Achievement Day, April 25, 1942
Evalyn A. Eentley
Pima County - 1942
yovernment Heights 4-H Club Garment :L;aking Exhibit
A leaderless group of girls who have done very
good work. Achievement Day, April 25, 1942
Eval)n A. Bentley
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Arivaca (left) and Sahuarita (right) 4-H Clubs
Garment Making Exhibit
Achievement Day, April 25, 1942
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4-H Clubs - Flowing-Wells, Continental and Jaynes
Home Beautification Exhibit
Achievement Day, April 25, 1942
Evalyn A. Dentley
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Flowing-'?1ells 4-H Club Garment Making Exhibit
Achievement Day, April 25, 1942
�valyn A. Bentley
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Sunnyside Sun shiners 4-H Club Garment Making Exhibit
and a portion of the Canning and Baking Exhibit
Achievement Day, April 25, 1942
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Ainong othep pict1;lres showing4-lI Club members at work Celia's
Will. be on displax next 'week byspecl�l i"tiquest fr"om hea f.luartersto the loea stoPE:S of Sears Roe­buck and Company an .J. C. Pen­ney's.
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XIII. Nutrition
n.M!1 All year
PLACE. ·Aa Mountain, Amphitheatre, Binghamptoa, Ft. Lowell,
Eureka Club, Homemakers ArtClub, Government Heights, A11ar Valley,
Sopori, Sunnyside, Taaque Yerde, lRillito Park, Kational City, Sahuarita,
Kission View, Continental and !jo.
HISTORY ! PROGRESS
Nutrition work was the .first project carried in Pima
Oounty by the Home Demonstratio. Agent. Therefore it began October
1921 and has continued as a major project each year. Urs. Lola
Dudgeon, Sxtension Nutritionist, helped with the leaders' training
meetings and in answering problems.
Food Preservation
CaDn�ng rooda
No large group demonstrations yere given, but help was
given to a hundrea and twenty.riv. individuals. Help in �he technique
was given to small·groups or two or three_ Much time was spent· i.
helping women in their special problems. More ..omen were trying to
learn to caD, many or these ia suburban Tucson or within the city,
the added stimulus being the Victory gardens. The Agent spent some
time in the solTing ot problems in her own kitchen. When making
home visits, ten cellars with the shelves ...11 stocked with home­
eartne� goods were teund�during a lerie. or torty home visits on the
subject ot home gardens. -bile visiting the cellar, the Agent could
help with some canning problems. For examples Mrs. Bosserman had
constant leakage fros'the liquid in ber Jars until her husband took
a hand and screwed down the band.t and then'no more liquid escaped.
We have bad questions about eanning grapefruit, graperruit
juice and orange juice as well as requests for citrus fruits used in
making marmalades. Cactus products are still being discussed and
requests for receipes have been supplied. A rough survey has been
made ot the needs of jar. and pressure oooker.. Unless we produce
more, we will have an adequate supply tor tuture needs.
The agen� assisted Mrs. Ferguson, a turkey raiser, with
her problems in canning' turkey. Since turkey is reasonable. quit.
a few calls haTe referred to· this .ubject. Others are camning
chickeD, others beet, all getting ready for higher prices in meat.
Orange Marmalade
In the early spring the agent always haa numerous
request8 tor a good recipe for orange marmalade. The one with the
soaking period seems to be the most popUlar. The Agent round that
it is rather inexpensive as it can be made for 11_ a pint if you do
not count labor or fuel costs.
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Food Preservation
CanniDg Food , Continued
Three requests were answered for making old-fashioned
peach jam, two tor Boysenberry jam, two' tor canning carrot soup,
four on how to can without sugar, using honey only, four on bor
to Can without any sweetening agent, four on how to keep figs.
Canning bulletins and information in the orrice� in the
home, or by phone, have been given to '0 women. W. have given help
in improving practices and have found some problems as discolora­
tion, .welling and bursting of glass jars ot green beans. lnforma­
tion has been giveu about canning black-eyed peas, about canning
Thompson seedless grapes by adding some acid and spices as well as
a sweetening agent. 'we have scheduled the office pressure cooker
where it will do the most good, requests coming from two groups.
These new canners report 890 quarts canned.
Drying Foods
In May at the University of Arizona, this was consider-
ed quite thoroughly in our planning conference, especially the drying
of foods which will be of great help if we have any surplus to dry.
The agent had reports from one woman who dried black-eyed peas by
the follo'lring method. She let the pods get yellow before she
shelled them, then spread them out on a large cloth and left them two
days to dry in the shadea The second day she put them in a flour
sack and hung them in the air where she could shake them and change
them around in the bag frequently. She tried them last year' by this
method and said they kept very well.
Drying fruits and vegetables literature has been supplied
to sixteen women who requested it. This literature has been
mentioned in our monthly news letter, also in the broadcasts over
KTOe, when these are in charge of the Agent.
Storage or Food
Glass jars are a part or the salvage gathered and the
Agent assists in placing these. We have distributed a total ot
86 dozen jars and 10 dozen jelly and marmalade containers. From
the salvage we also p1�eed were 3 dozen galloD glass Jugs where
needed. information about the new lids has been broadcast as well
as sent out by letter and news bulletin. We have made and receiv­
ed 44 phone cells on the subject of jars and lids alone. The
Tucson Indian Training School, the Papago Indian Reservation and
Binghampton have been the recipients of the jars.
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Food Production
Product�on ot Fruits and Vegetables,
Victory' Gardens
With all groups, the Agent has discussed the possi­
bility of increasing production ot food for home consumptioa
especially in vegetables, while the production of more eggs and
milk has also been discussed along with possibilities, of 4-H
Club gardening. The ever present difficultr is lack of water,
however, every community is awake to the fact that it is necessary
to produce more.
The Agent assisted in the Victory garden project by
helping to find place. for demonstrations. She also talked on
the food value ot vegetables. At the Barker home, Mr. C. B. BroWD,
the County Agent, gave a demonstration on planting the garden while
the agent talked on the value of vegetables in the diet. About 100
school children and adults were present. The adults were interest­
ed in food values, the children were interested i� doing the actual
work of planting the garden. In the brief talk which the Agent bad
time to give, 8 womeft volunteered to carry on the information givea,
finding other groups to whom they might speak and in, turn asking
them to find others who would pass on the work. All begin to reali,.
that it is a big job to teach people what they should eat. As one
worker who has been helping the agent in some preliminarr work
reported. -The ignorance on. the subject or autrition is appallin'-.
The demonstration at the home ot Mrs. Meeker was well
attended. The Agent talked on the value of the use or Tegetables,
also the value of a home garden. Mr. Tate and �. Brown gave the
demonstration on planting and pruning. The garden or Mrs. Dai1,
which was planted early in the year, was visited and found to be
flourishing. 32 people attended theae two demonstrations.
The Agent also attended the demonstration at the Nichols
Hanch, which consisted or pruning ot grapeTines and trees. The
demonstration at the Lasley home was a visit to a garden already
planted.
Mrs. Lola DudgeoD. Extension Nutritloaist, attended the
planting demonstrations and gaTe the talk Oft how to use vegetables,
when it was not possible for the Agent to be present, due to other
dates.
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Food Production
Produet Len ot Fruits and 'egetables,
Victory Gardens, Continued.
Survey of Victory Gardens
In cooperation with the Vi�tory Garden project, the
Agent has made a brier survey of t,he number of gardens we haY••
Many of theae are the result of the garden project whicb the Home
Demonstration Agents began a way back in 1928 and. 1929, and haa
been e. continuous project since that time although we have not
made check-ups and have not reported upon the work.
'here soil.and water are pl••tiful, we have good gardens,
both winter and summer. We have found that we have 164 Tictory
gardens.
W. find that the Dew members are very enthusiastic.
They are having soil analyzed and rollo�ing all directions.
The Agent made one tour to visit g,arciens in the
"t. Lowe1l and Amphitheater communities, in company with about
30 Homemakers. They visited not only the Victory vegetable
gardens but what the� call the Morale Gardens, or those with
flowers. Both women and men think that the flower garden is a
great help in keeping up their spirits. The especially beautiful
gardens or Mrs. Beard and Mrs. Thew.Wright in the Ft. Lowell.com­
munity were enjoyed. These gardens abo. what can be done with iris
in particular, as they have many varieties.
The tinal check on Victory gardens show we now bave 161.
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Preparation ot Cereals
Leaders Training Meetings
Breakraats that Measure up
and Lunches which Satisty
TWo leaders training meetings were held with Mrs. Lola
Dudgeon aasisting, one tor the northern part of the county was
held at ft. Lowell in their own club room and was attended by
19 leaders who took the work back to the respective communities.
The southern part of the county met at Continental where the
same work was given as at Ft. Lowell. Mrs. Dudgeon demonstrated
the cooking of brown rice and als,o cocoa made with skim milk and
hoaey, giYen to 16 leaders. So many women were surprised at the
flavor of the brown rice and did n,01l know: that it ft. on the
market. The Agent began to use this back in 1924. However, ••
have not stressed it as much in' late years a8 in the earlier years
or in the years ot the depres8iou. WQmen were interested in the
nutrition meetings and asked plenty ot questions, and 'gave the
work back to their groups very we110
The Agent checked on the work in cereala as given back
to the groups by the leaders. The latter were enthusiast!c about
the subject and gave a good demonstration. Mr•• Loudermilk,
working with Mrs. Watkins at Sunnyside, gave a.splendid demonstra­
tion on the use of the whole grain, cereals. Both have used these
for _ny years and have worked out 10lle good receipes. They made
muttiBs with the scalp of the aizing and some flour. Mrs. Carr
reported that sbe used all scalp of the sizing and followed the
same recipe as tor other flour, added honey tor the small amount
or sweetness and felt that:her results were excellent.
I,:
,
Mrs. Nevelle gave her recipe for the whole grain cereal.
,Three cups of the steel-cut wheat, one of the scalp of the sizing
and, sufficient salt tor seasoning and water enough to make the
\0- con�istency desired by the tamily. Some like a thin cereal, lome
like it thick. She emphasized long time cooking it you wanted
your family to learn to like it along with other cereals. She
recommended between two and three hours slow cooking. Those
women who found their tamily did not like th'e whole gJ8l.n cereals
as purchased at the mill, said they cooked them only 15 or 20 min­
utes and the family refused to eat them. This one demonstration
was typical ot all but is given as an illustration ot the work local
leaders can do. The press took pictures of ODe method demonstration
in order to help illustrate the project. The publicity is appended
to this report.
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Preparation ot Cereals, Continued
Under the caption ot Lunches Which Satisty, the home­
making Dutrition leaders met at Ft. Lowell acd Sahuarite tor traia­
ing meetings March 3rd and 4th, with Mrs. Lola Dudgeon assisting.
Foods stres8ed at the meetings were the unbolted yellow cornmeal
which was used in making spoon bread which calls for plenty ot eggs
and milk. The cornmeal was used to illustrate the entire grain
cereal, a11k and eggs tor proteiD and a vegetable salad, made trom
cabbage, gave calciua and 80_ vitamins along with carrot stieks
t�r COlor. The Parisian sweets made with dried truits, honey and
nuts, also helped tO,balance the luncheon. The women were more
enthusiastic ab.out the spoon bread than any other part or the lunch­
eoa. They published the recipe in the Star twice along with their
publicity. '!'be Agent published it once. Mrs. Garret, whose name
was attached to the last recipe published, said she received 16
phone calle tor the recipes trom women who had lost,�heir, copy ot
the star. ','Bach month the AgeD" finds one demonstrator who does
especially good wort. During March rood meetings it was Mrs. Wicks
trom Amphitheatre who was the prhe leader so tar as her food demon­
stration was concerned as she did aD especially good piece of wort.
However, 80me ot the others were almost as good. All seemed to
emphasize the points which we desired to impress.
'
Women have not
torgotten the whole grain leSSGD8 given. Tbey have advertised
entire grat.. and theftscalp or the sizing· in many ways. They
bave tried it out and passed the reCipe on to others. Seventy-five
women have gone to the mill and purchased whole grain cereals tor
home use.
In considering cereals tor their tood value and in pre­
paration tor detense, the Agent conterred with the Eagle Milling
authorlUes in regard to their entire grain products. They gaye
the nutritive value ot one of their De. products, the scalp ot the
sizing which is e8pec�ally rich in vitamins and minerals and does
not have so much roughage as some of the other productso Those
Who have received the information tor preparation ot cereals bave
sent in reports as to how they are cooking them and a180 testify that
the entire family is learning to' like the whole grain products.
The Ajo women who wrote in and wished the Agent to give
them iatormation about how to carryon work in line with other
groups, report that the information sent to them was very inter­
esting and inspiring and 24 women are putting into practice the
things given by their leader in regard to the use ot whole grain
cereal••
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Food Preparation
Preparation of Cereals, Continued
Mrs. J. Jensen reported thathrfam11y relishes the st••l­
cut wheat plus the scalp of the sizing When used as a well cooked
cereal. Fifty-six women report tbat they bave reduced the cost or
their breakfast cereals to a very small figure since they haTe
been buying at the mill for 6; per pound. They realize they are
getting more food value thaD when they paid 3� per po�nd tor the
package cereal.
Publicity tor the Cereal and Meat meetings has been
very good in the local papers and also in some outside or TuCSOD,
including the Arizona Produoer and Farmer. 'When the Agent talked
. to the Dutrition club at Govermnent Heights, which incl uded some
ot the homemakers, lome members from the Red Cross nutrition
course and others, she emphasi%ed the use or the Whole grain
cereal, and the women reported that 16 members .ent to the mill
before the close of the next day to investigate their products.
The Agent had a very good check-up from all of the groupa of the
nutrition work which was given.
Talk on Nutrition at the Junior School,
Government Heights.
This talk was given by request and included a demonstra­
tion of the use or vegetables and w'ole graiD. cereals and fruits
somewhat like what we gave at the leaders training meeting at
Ft. Lowell and Sahuarita. This was :�,iveD to 18 women. Several
were enrolled regularlr in the homemakers groups, others were
members of the Ked Cross nutrition course.
Questions
Various questions have been answered. How to soften
brown sugar. How to use sugar substitutes. How to make Arizona
tea. How to prepare a sugar syrup which will not crystalize.
How to use corn syrup and honey in syrup for beyerages. What to
do about the sulphur used in preparing dried fruit. How long
to cook cocoa and why. The same tor flour graTJ. What to do
with the small sugar and flour sacks. How to correct mold iD
bread, and information about YJcoban in the prevention or mold.
The Agent spent one-halt day in the preparation ot
carrot juice by various home methods in order to determine its
vitamin content. It was found by analysis by Dr. BurlinsoD that
no C existed. No home method with inexpensive equip••nt has
yet been round, but we have round one, it time i8 not consider­
edt
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School Lunch
School lunches have done exceptionally goed work at
Sunnyside, Sahuarita and Twin Butte., As a method of conducting
the lUDCh, Sahuarita is given a8 an example as it really stands
,
at the head and has the best advertising features in this pro­
Ject. Mrs. Dishaw plans'all the menus. To sh� that she was
in earnest, she came to the Agent tor information befer. she began
and L have checked with her at intervals. During the firstthree
months, the average gain per pupil was tive pounds plus. During
the year some have gained sixteen peunda , some :twelve. However,
the most noteworthy t.ature is the tact that the school work has
improved. The children are more alert, more ready to study and
the afternoon is DO longer a drag. Each child is sent hom. with
an apple or semething trom the surplus commodities fruit supply.
They are allowed to eat the apple at the last recess or on the
way home, whichever they choose. Parents 8ay they no longer
c�me home -starved-. The teachers say besides improved'school
work, they are improved in conduct OD the playground, Dot so much
fighting, they are not so ready to ery at the least proyocatioJl.
This school is located in the ootton picking district where they
have many migrant workers. Each ohild brings S¢ per day which
is added to the lunch fund to bUT things which are not supplied
by surplus commodit1ea. The lunohes are well balanced and have
plenty of variety, also more meat than is usually served. It
is used 1n meat extender dishes.
Children have learned to eat cabbage, lettuce and
other green leafy vegetables. One boy cracked a bone in his
ar1D. Mrs. Dishaw said. "You know calcium makes good strong
bones and we find some calcium in cabbage.- The children at
once decided they would eat cabbage at any cost because they
connected the cabbage with the cracked bone. Now they ask for
the second and third helpings where before they had to be
coaxed to eat it. The tact that the lunch is such a substan­
tial one explains why the parents. are willing,to give each
child 5¢ to supplement the surplus commodities. They find
they really save in the home food budget.
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Food Preparation, Continued
Milk, Cheese and Meat
Inquiries were sent to the oftice as to how to use the
whey to the most advantage. This was supplied according to
information which 1I8.S given out in the World War No.1.
The value ot skim milk in the diet was illustrated by
the use ot skim milk in making cocoa, since cocoa already has
some rat, it was not discenabla and �ain the women were sur­
prised to know that skim milk could be used so well. It costs
2,¢ a gallon at the dairy.
Preparation of Meats and Eggs
We still have many questions about cookery of meat,
especially turkey for Christmas. Women are still dubious about
the use of the low temperature as they feel the turkey will neTer
get done. Sixteen womea report they tried the lower temperature
� year for the first time and were very well satisfied and much
surprised at the lovely bro1l1l of, their turkey and the juicy meat.
Preparation of" Milk, Butter and Ice Cream
,
, By request, the Agent analyzed the difficulties in cheese
and butter at the Broken Anchor Rancb - found the cheese was
�cooked· - therefore tough, and the butter not churned to the'
fish ball stage.
, -Cottage cheese gave sp�dial difficulties to Mrs. M. G.
Perrine. �. Agent conferred with Mr. Rowe and Professor
Davis: and it was decided that Mrs. Perrine was using a temper­
ature too high, when she used a lower one the troubles dis­
appeared. Help in making better butter was giTen to two womea
and another was given sources or information for the care ot
milk.
.Meat Meeting,.for Leaders, Noy. 11, 1942
i'ourleen leade�8 met with the agent; to study meat
and to make preparations tor carrying the work back to their
eight groups. A number of groups have been combined so W8 do
not have twelve. Mrs. Lola Dredgeon prepared some excellent
material on the subject and she and the agent met and planned
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Meat Meeting for Leaders. Nov. 17, 1942, continued
""
the training meeting. The latter stressed meat grades
and the different cuts. Th, meat dealer at the Time
M8.rket, Tucson, gave an excellent demonstration on the
.farious cuts aDd gave suggestions as to the cookery or
the same. Tbe leaders expressed much appreciation for' this
demonstration. At the same meeting the agent discussed
the ·Share the Meat- program. Some preliminary surveys
"had been made among the ranches devoted to meat raising,
the results of that survey and of the "Share the Meat­
reports are that thff average home: uses even less than,
the 2t pound per week suggested for each adult.
Leaders will give the work to" their own groups
in December and January�
Dr. Helen Mitchell Talks
The agent attended both of the talks given by
Dr. Helen Mitchell in Tucson. As director of Nutrition
for the Federal Security Agency, Dr. Mitchell prepared ,
an insp1r1ng message. Two dozen homemakers heard her talk
and it has been interesting to hear them evaluate it. She
said many things which gave us much food tor thought and
will be helpful during the months to come. The agent
has also answered,many questions about the Refresher
Course which is given to graduates in Home Economics for
the purpose or preparing them tor teaching nutdtion.
The agent attended the meetings in order to know smmething
about the work which is being done.
Dr. Eichelberger Talk
Dr. Eichelberger from Chicago gave a very good
talk on what is being done along the lines of nutrition.
She explained the needs of different organizations and
emphasized the fact that all want their pamphlets in a
very simple form which is a suggestion for all firms and
workers who do this type of nutrition educational work.
She stressed the fact that AAUY asked that a certain
pamphlet be made over and simplified for distribution
among 'their members. Since she travels much and talks
to many different organizations her findings were inter­
resting.
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County Nutrition Committee
On February 11th the Pima County Nutrition Committee
was formally organized witb Mrs. Otto Myrland ae chairman,
Mrs. Dalby. vice chairman, Mrs. Helen Keeling, secretary.
Advance commdttees' had been selected which took considerable
time 08 the part of the Agent. w. wrote 36 letters in regard
to the organization and the Agent made 56 telephone calls and
received many more in response to requests to those who were
tentatively selected to serve. All who were solicited, wanted
to know more about it, the purpose of the committee, etc. The
Agent also urged some or the people who haTe been working along
Dutrition lines, to giYe brier reports on the work they had
already done so as to illustrate to those present what we were
trying to do. Although this preliminary work required many
more letters and telephone cal1s than' �hose recorded, we reel
that the enthusiastic meeting which resulted was worth while.
All lett feeling that we had had not only -another committee
meetingW- but a really inspiring nutrition meeting. They also
understood that we were trying to have no duplication or etfort
but to cooperate with all agencies who are working. Twenty-one
members attended and all active clubs in Tucson were represent­
ed.
Since the Nutrition Committee was organized, the
Agent has helped those committee members and chairmen who
requested help. The agent retains & place on the committee for
educational purposes and survey and has had some good reports on
the work which has already been done along this line. Special
help has been given to Mrs. Neft on' the County Committee school
lunch, also to Mrs. Dishaw for the rural part or it and to
Mrs. Ackley.
The tempo-r,a17 committee, composed of Mr. Morrow,
Superintendent ot City Schools, Mrs. Ross, County School Super­
intendent, and the Agent met and discussed organization plans.
This was one month before the organi%ation committee was
called.
other .eetings or the County Nutrition CODmlit tee
\
One meeting 0" the entire committee was attended by the
Agent and two meetings of the small subcommittee. A small exhibit
or pamphlets and posters was selected and placed in the room which
is alloted to Civilian Defense in the Chamber or Commerce Bldg.
Posters which would attract the eye and give some intormationanl
would also giYe the address where they might send tor material it
they were interested, were all included in the exhibit.
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other Meetings of the County Nutrition Committee. cont'd.
The ·Share the Mea! project required 3 meetings
of the County Cormnittee and 5 subcommittee meetings. The
chief difficulty being to get the Civilian Defense Chairman
to see that block leaders must be appointed before the
Nutrition Committee could do their educational work.
The agent met both rural and urban leaders for training
in the ·Share the Meat· project.
Preparat ion or Cereals
SUCCESS STORIES
Mrs. Loudermilk-s work might be included in
·Success Stories·. Mrs. Loudermilk bas not spoken to groups
before since r haye been acquainted with her but she is so
sold on the idea or -Food for Health- that she has for­
gotten her public -and just talks. She spoke 60 three
groups giving back some or the work she bas practiced.
that is the use or the entire grain cereal and also the
wheat germ and the scalp of the si zing in her baking
.
as well as in�er cereals for breakfast. She has used
honey a great deal and stressed this sweet as a substitute
for sugar. Mrs. Loudermilk has used some or the families
in her own community, Emery Park and Sunnyside, who have
been following the health rules as well as they could,
as illustrations ot the value of' healthful living. Many
mothers have difficulties in teaching their chitdren to
eat and enjoy vegetables. Mrs. R. �. Brean of Ft. Lowell
has taught her children to eat carrots. She has her own
home garden. raises lots of' carrots, and when the children
come home from school, (she has tour or her own, and usually
haa a do zen neighbor children come home with them), she
sends them all out to the garden to thin out the carrot
patch, then she allows them the privilege of washing and
eating them raw. She says this does away with the raid
on the refrigerator and they are ready for their evening
meal and have absorbed plenty of vitamins a8 well. She
has husky c�ildren.
Mrs. C. F. Martin of the Rillito Park group,
has raised a garden tor several years. She says she could
get her family to eat greens if she got them to pick the
leaves and help 'set them ready, then watch them cook to
see how quickly they were finished and also to notice that
the home raised;greens did not shrink as do those bought
from the vegetable stands. From this faet they decided they
were much better off in eating the greens. She raises
spinach, kale, and mustard greens. Turn,ps and beets are
used for greens when small tops and beets are cooked together.
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SUCCESS STORIES, continued
Mrs. J!i. O. Watkin.s ot Sunnyside, who is our
County Nutrition Chairman, is really an example or a
nutrition enthusiast who practices what she preaches.
She raises a garden, sees that her family gets each day
some or the leafy green vegetablea as well as the yellow
ones. Besides this, she is an enthusiast over whole
grain cereals and has done'quite a lot of work with soybeans,
has even raised a few just t� see how they looked. As a
result ot her long years of practicing what she believes,
she has built up the health ot their family so it is not
an unusual thing for them to go through a winter without a
. cold, at least not one ot any serious extent. Frances,
her daughter, is now a University student, and is one ot the
pivets on which the health wheel turned in their family.
*hen the agent first contacted Frances, she was a puny
ahild and under weight. j'rom some of the health work in a
printed form which she took home, her parents decided ,he
was not getting enough sle�p. Then after they added �ore
sleep, they added entire grain·cereals and kept on adding
to their family diet until they have a very well planned one.
Mrs. gleanor Klajda also learned a lot through
the Health Club work which her daughter, Katherine, did.
Katherine, like Frances Watkins, was sickly and sallow,
but after more attention was paid to the health program
both girls gained from it. They were rewarded with a clear
skin and pounds which tilled out the hollows. Katherine
is married and according to those who know her, she follows
a very strict meal planning outline in her home. All of
the families mentioned reported much better health on account
of their better meal planning and other health habits.
Since this has been a major project with the agent during
all the years she bas been in Pima County, she has had a
chance to watch some people improve.
Back in the 130's the �panish speaking Bejarano
girls took their 4-H Club health work seriously. Since
the �panish girls usually marry quite young, while still
in their teens, they were interested in knowing just what
to feed a family, and studied child care in their work.
Two of the girls are now feeding their own babies and are
doing a very thorough job.
�leanor Moreno is another club girl who did not
take the health work seriously during her first years of
club work but after a very serious illness, she was forced
to do 80 and has been a surprise to nurses and physicians
since she entered upon her strict adherence to health rules
in food and other measures.
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XIII. Nutrition
Preparation of Cereals. continu.'
SUCCESS STORIES, continued
Mrs. � G. Barker, a volunteer in the nutrition
program, sent in an interesting report. Her first talk
was at the Toastmistress· Club. She prepared a panel
discussion and in that she talked about the value ot home
gardens and emphasiaed the vitamins and minerals in them.
She helped three other members prepare talks which would
work in with the panel and gave the work to 36 members.
The agent supplied material and gave office time to help
her prepare- this -Food for Defense Program".
X01'UAL RESULTS OBTAlNEI!
1$ women have learned to use entire grain cereals,
265 have been using it but report a more extensive ust
making a total of 340.
36 women report a decided saving on breakfast,
rood when buying the entire grain cereal. All reporting
have passed the information on to at least one other person.
230 report the use of enriched floor and bread
and have spread the information tc at least two others
not cou�ted in the above number. Many other results are
in beUer food selection practices and are difficult to
tabulate.
Actual Results in Canning
12,286 quarts of meat, fruit� and vegeta}bes
have been canned. The ranch country cans their beef by
the hundreds of quarts, counting the number or animals
slaughtered. jVruits and vegeta.bles amounted to more in
1942 than in previous years, but still are low due to lack
or garden taeiliths. 164 Victory Gardens VJere reported
among homemakers, who were new gardeners.
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XIV. CLOTHING
�:Sept. to Sept.
�, Sunnyside, Sahuarita, Sopori, NatioDal
City, Mission View, Homemakers Art, �ureka, and Homemakers
Chorua.
HISTORY & PROGRESS.
Clothing as a project, has been carried since
the agent began work in Pima County. Both construction
and selection are being stressed with much emphasis upon
clothing for the r amily.
Getting the Most tor your Money. Testing j'abrics
!he leaders training meeting which was attended
by 25 leaders, representing nine communities, took the
work in testing fabrics under the direction ot Miss Lorene
Dryden. The women were intensely interested, felt they were
getting something which would help them to prove just what
they were buying, also give them an idea how to Care for it.
The women carried the work back to their groups in a very
good way_ The leaders were able to put over their points
to their groups in an interesting way, so much so that the
women are an%ious to continue and will do some more testing
at another meeting. Since they do not feel that they have
learned all that is to be learned, reports are not complete.
�ome of the women who are not interested in construction
were very much interested in the testing as that concerns
the buymanship_ Three groups not represented at the
training meeting were served by leaders trom other groups.
As an illustration of the leaders meetings, one
is given, that of Mrs. Kachel Davis and Mrs. wlyde Gaines
at Sahuarita. The agent was there at the time of the prep­
aration, when they began to boil their wool in lye, and
stayed until the last question had been answered and telt
that it was a very complete demonstration. it was one
that we would be p.oud ot giving to any community, even
though they might be critical, because the leaders knew
what they were doijg and did it in an entertaining way.
Laundrx of Fine Fabrics
Clothing leaders met with the �ome Demonstration
Agent, tor an all day demonstration on the care ot clothing.
Garments made trom various materials as cotton, pique,
corduroy, Bemberg sheer, acetate, viscose, and spun rayon
were washed and pressed. A knit sweater washed and dried.
Material was also tested before the laundry process began
for shrinkage and to be sure the proper laundry method was
being used. The leaders reported to their own groups. the
processes learned. The goal is to save in the clothing
project by using correct laundry methods. Various soaps
were studied a8 to cost and efficiency. Lorene Dryden, directed
the work.
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XIV. CLOTHING
Laundry or Fine Fabrics. continued
The work in the "Laundry of Fine Fabrics· as
given to leaders in September was well given to the groups
in October. Leaders are improving and have more.:;assuranoe
and more originality, heDce their groups are more interested.
As a follow-up, members were requested to wear or bring
some special problem to the next meeting. One woman re­
ported that placing' acetate rayons' in the refrigerator
a few hours after sprinkling aided in ironing them. At
Sunnyside. where there are many new people connected with
the Consolidated Air Craft shops', the school volunteered
to clip to their sAbool paper 22S of our mimeographed
notices for the homemakers' meeting on the laundry and
eare of fabrics. This was a help in contacting some new
workers J it they r_in in Pima Cou.nty.
The weekly home laundry was also discussed at
each homemakers meeting, all with the viewpoint of making
all articles last.
In connection with the laundry problems, the
Agent �de home calls on Kroeger Lane to see how the
colored groups are doing. She found the work satisfactory.
Dry Cleaning,..
Dry cleaning was discussed and demonstrated
with Miss Dryden, directing, and Margaret Billingsly
and the Agent joining in the discussion. The work was
done and plans made for presenting the work to the leaders
training meeting which could not be attended by Miss Dryden.
Leaders Training Meeting in Care of Clothing. Sept. 29
Seventeen leaders were present to take the work
back to the groups. Dry cleaning', methods, spotting and
pressing women's and men's garments were all discussed
and demonstrated. Plans were made with the leaders for
taking the work back to their own community.
care or Sewing Machine and Equipment
One demonstration was given by the Agent to a
group or eight leaders at Amphitheatre. at the Fariss·s
home. Three machines were oleaned and leaders are ready
to help others. Another demonstration, including tour
machinss and eight women was given at "Bundles for America".
S4& dress torms were made as a result of the
demonstration given by the Home Demonstration Agent in
July and as a result ot correspondence work with the Ajo
group.
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XIV • CLOTHING
The Well Dressed Woman. Fitting
Three groups were n.ot satisfied with their
work on fitting given last year, so they continued with
an extra meeting in :re1)ruary. Tbey s"aid they" found they
could make so many changes tor the better just by changing
their lines, that they wanted to continue. This ha. been
the verdict from all of the homemakers clubs that they
felt the work was well worth while and were surprised at
what a difference it makes in a garment if they change a
seam only very little. All groups are continuing the work
with small groups, often outside of their own club; which
they do to extend the practice.
Selection of Shoes
The Agent helped 13 women With the selection
ot sboes tor health and comfort, following some of the
work we have done in previous years; also emphasized by
Miss Dryden in special meetings. The selection or shoe.
was accompanied by suggestions as to the care of the teet.
Car, ot Clothing
TwelYe women were helped with blocking problems
and also how to select material and patterns tor the
larger figure 80 that clothing would not need so much
repair.
Construction or Gloves and Mittens
The mitten and glove patterns borrowed from
the University and prepared by Miss Dryden and Miss
Virmond, were shown to Arivaca, Continental, Qunnyaide,
Sahuarita, j�owing Wells, and Sopori 4-H Clubs. They
were also used with the homemakers clubs. The women were
very much interested in them. 1ft both clothing and
�utrition we find all more open to suggestions in regard
to economy than in the past few years.
Sahuarita and Amphitheatre each made two dozen
pairs or gloves for Christmas for gift eXChanges or for
personal use. Allot the women who have made gloves are
still enthusiastic over the project. They expected the
leather to cost more this tall and they were surprised
that it had not advanced in price.
Slip Kit
The agent had a very good demonstration kit
from Sears Roebuck illustrating ready made slips of
various types. She used this at all the 4-H Clubs an,d
at all of the adult homemakers meetings.
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XIY. CLOTHING
Actual Results Obtained
Homemakers have reported a lot or home sewing­
over 3000 garments, including' 60S house dresses, 11,
kitchen aprons, besides dresses tor better wear, suits,
house furnishings and sewing tor the men and boys.
S, women are demonstrators in fitting, illustrating
good lines; 154 learned to test materials; 256 have reported
better care of fabrics as results of demonstrations in
laundry and dry cleaning; 48 dress torms have been made.
As results ot demonstrations given two or three years ago,
13 women have learned how to select shoes, and 48 pairs
of glo,ves have been made.
Eva1yn A. Bentl'l
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X.V. The House, i'urnishings & Surroundings
� Sept. to Sept.
PLACE: Amphitheatre. -A- MOuntain,
.i:Singhampton, .1ft. Lowell, (;overnment Heights ,
Marana, National City, 5e.huarita, :lopori, Sunnyside,
�ureka Club, Homemakers Art Club, Hillito Park,
Tanque Verde, �scuela, fapago Indian Reservation
which includes Sells, Santa Mosa, San Miguel,
�opawa, Vamori, Cow1ie and Little Tucson.
HISTORY AND PROGRESS
Some work under this heading has been done
throughout the years at work in Pima County.
Cotton Mattress & Comfort Program
The ·Cotton Mattress & Comfort Program�
?as completed on the Papago Indian Reservation.
A11·Lgovernment cotton and yardage was used.!?1.0ther
work done will be as a result ot the demonstrations
given. Workers received instructions from the Rome
Demonstration AgentJ they came to Tucson to receive
them, no trips were made to the Reservation.
The Cotton Mattress &: Comfort Program is
as follows for the �apago Indian Reservation:
1. Number or centers in which work was conducted- 2
2. .Number of communities participating-------'---- 6
3. a.Number of training meetings held by H.D.A.----· 0
b.Number of training meetings held by Specialists-O
4. Number of supervisory visits to centers by H.D.A.O
5. Number of supervisors or local leaders assisting
Men------------- 0
Women----------- 6
6. Total number or applications received-�------ 244
7. Total number of mattresses included in
applications----------------------------- 210
8. Total number of comforters included in requests-21S
9. Total number of families certified------------220
10. Number of mattresses made---------------------210
11. Number or comforters made---------------------218
Instruction was given by the Agent to
leaders at the Tucson Indian Training School at
�scuela on mattress making. The latter is not in­
cluded in the government program where cotton and
yardage is supplied. Escue1a raised her own cotton
and made 15 single mattresses for the school. Over
a period or many months they plan to make 200 in all.
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XV. The nouse , b'urnishings � Surroundings
Cotton Mattress & Comfort Program. continued
Bingbampton has made 50 mattresses and 81
comforts from cotton purchased 0'" the market.
The grand total of all mattresses made
is 275 and of comforts is 299.
Kepair and Care of Home Equipment
480 blanks were sent out to homemakers
asking for the information to be returned to this
office after the blanks were checked. �eplie8
showed that 75% wished help in the care of small
tools and electric cords and plugs. The work was
given at .n. Lowell and Binghampton, kr. Donald
hitch assisting in the demonstration. Mr. Hitch
demonstrated the use of the saw, hammer, the selection
of nails, how to sharpen knives, scissors, how to
repair an electric plug and socket, and the splicing
of electric 'Wires. The press gave us good publicity,
came out and took our picture as we worked.
The 46 women who attended have passed the
work on to 232 others, making a total of 278 in all
who have learned better care of equipment.
Home j'urnishings
Four large davenports with six cushions
each have been repaired and reupholstered. Good
work has been done on 10 large chairs and 3 new
rocking chairs.
Questions have been asked about the Presto
Oooker - also about how to manage a maidles8 borne
since so many belpers have been taken tor war work.
lfrantic calls for help by the hour have come to the
H.D.A. Questions about second hand pressure cookers
for sale or for loan and many questions about the
various types of cooking utensils to be used as
substitutes tor former aluminum ware.
The davenports including 24 cushions were
repaired and springs retied, then reupholstered.
The large chairs were repaired, springs trom old
auto seats used to replace the worn out ones, then
all padded and reupholstered. The new rocking chairs
were made, wood work and all and upholstering done
at home.
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XVIII. COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
CONFERENCES
Annual Conference
The annual conference .as attended and we felt
that we secured a lot ot help therefrom. Our position
in preparation for defense was � to some extent.
We also gained considerable trom reports made by other
workers in regard to the projects they are carrying. In
the Home Demonstration Agents' section the agent gave a
very brief report on the press books in the publicity
project in Pima County.
Poultry and Dairy Conference
A special poultry and dairy conference was oal1ed
in which the Home Demonstration Agents were given special
training in these lines. Mr. Rowe and Mr. Hinds had given
much time tor preparation and gave very good help whioh
can be g1vell back by the Home Demonstration Agents to the
homemaker who has only a rew hens or a lone cow or a goat.
Help can be given in the care ot milk as well as the care
ot the animal and also the use ot milk. The same can be
said or the work in poultry. That the work was quite
instructi".., might be inferred trom the r act that even
the smoked turkey was demonstrated in a very successful
way. The two-day-school was helpful as part ot our
defense preparation.
Home Economic's' Conference
The Annual Planning Conference ot the Home
Demonstration Agents was held the week ot May 25th, the
entire week being devoted to the work. Some or the agencies
related to defense were diseussed, as food production,
preparations or the garden soil, planting, home preservation
of garden products and meat, preservation or foods especially
�y means of drying. With work meetings, talks of specialists,
and conferences with them in regard to problems and matters
of interest, th. week was full.
workers Conference. Prescott
,The week ot August 10 to 15 inclusive was spent
in attending the workers conference, with Miss Gladys
Gallup, Senior Home �conomist, Division of Field Studies
and Training Federal Erlension Service, liashington D. C.'
The hours with Miss Gallup were helpful and inspiring.
She gave us the benefit or studies and experiences which
were of genuine help and the time passed all too rapidly.
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XVIII. COlDAUNITY ACTIVITIES
Workers Conference. Prescott, continued
She asked all to make some vesolutions and
write them down. Some ot minea
Kake tive new contacts each month.
Keep more days for oftiee work, study and concentration •
.nnd a time and place tor the latter, especially.
Give leaders more help so as to develop them.
Office Conferences
Office stafr conferences have been held with
the otfice force with special reference to coordinating
work along the lines of derense. One stafr conference
was attended by Director Pickrell and Jean Stewart, State
Leaders.
Special conferences were held with the Pima
County· Health Dept. in preparation for meetings where
nurses assis1ed in discussing problems at the homemakers
clubs.
The Agent held office conferences with home­
makers on the subject of summer programs and recreation.
The Agent held oltice conferences with Mrs.
Lola Dudgeon in regard to the nutrit�on program and also
with Miss Lorene Dryden in regard to the clothing program.
Conferences with nutrition leaders have num.ered five
dozen a8 they .ere anxiou8 to know how best to conduct the
meetings. 65 clothing leaders conferences with leaders
have been held.
Farm Bureau
The annual Farm Bureau meeting was attended.
There was a fairly representative audience trom the
rural districts and a good program given by the rural mem­
bers. Other meetings have been attended when it was possible,
sometimes other field dates are in conflict.
N. Y. A. Project
It was necessary for the agent to meet the N. Y. A.
supervisor as well as some or the other workers in order
to explain the work done at this office since all N. Y. A.
help must be discontinued exeept in those offices where
they are doing some work for defense. However, the N. Y. A.
project closed in July after 10 years or help from the outside,
beginning first with the W. P. A. who supplied wome typing
help, we have continued with the N. Y. A. While the girls
required much supervision on the part or the Agent, they
did ·save much needed time for the office secretary. They
had lots ot copying and addressing or envelopes to do, and
other things of routine nature.
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Miscellaneous
Selective service asked for some strictly con­
fidential information in regard to some of our older
4-H Club members. They also asked ior some suggestions
as to health standing of our 4-H Club members and they
asked how we secured some ot the good records we have
made. The Agent axplained it was a long time project
involving iood, exercises, sleep, corrective treatments
where necessary for physical defects.
The Agent has cooperated with other agencies
in preparations for defense, the Red Cross and Big Brothers
movement - civic project. Homemakers asked to help in
this work solicited for the Ked Cross in their represent­
atiye communities and those near town were asked to assist
in the Big Brothers program. For both projects the leaders
gave much praise to the homemakers for their efficiency.
Farm Security Administration
The Agent spent the major part or one-half day
in conference with l4is8 Beulah Murpby of the )'arm Security
office. We looked over bulletins in the file and she
selected the ones she telt would help in her work. Also
discussei some of her special problems as mold in bread.
Time in halt days has been given to Mrs. Rodgers, the
Dew advisor of the Farm Security Oftice. She needed special
help in subject material ro� her clients.
Hadio Publicity
The radio program as arranged in May with KruC
has beeD previded for. The siaff of the Extension Office
prepared script for the first program, and on the second
program they appeared with the help of outside farmers and
homemakers.
The 4-H girls lave the July broadcast which was
of the interview type and satisiied KTUC an. also our
audience better than some other progeams did. These radio
programs required much time in the office, ttwo days in all,
for studio interviews, home calls and 20 phone calls.
The Sunnyside Homemakers prepared, along with
help from the Agent, the interview type broadcast for .
August. This required three meetings for practice and two
conferences with the studio. �ne practice was recorded
so members might hear their own voices and make corrections
in their .,eaoh errors.
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XVIn. cmoruNITY ACTIVITIES
Radio Publicity. continued
Saiuarita accepted the second Saturday in
September as their broadcast period over KTUC and
appointed eight members to prepare subject matter for an
interview-type or broadcast. While this method takes
a lot of the Agent�8 time, the women give a more enter­
taining broadcast, according to the station, and at the
same time learn much about broadcasting. Our goal 1s to
trairs a sufficient number or groups so that they c an do
the work with very little assistance from the Agent.
Amphitheatre gaTe the October broadcast and
.
Fort Lowell the November one. All used Defense projects
as their theme and all were assisted by the Agent in
giving an interview-type broadcast.
4-H Club and Homemakers radio programs have
taken at least two days each month, counting time tQr
assembling and selecting material, meeting members,
assigning subjects, finding music and musicians and. meeting
tor practice. The Agent has cooperated with Mr. Robert
L. Moody, Assistant County Agent in the 4-H broadcasts.
Mr. Emil Rovey haa also given suggestions as to what he
thought should be emphasized.
Mrs. Wade Loudermilk and her daughter, Jeanne,
ass.isted. in making one broadcast tor the Western Division
Radio hour,broadcasted from the coast.· The record was
returned and used in Pima County over KUOAls network
News Bulletin
The Agent helped in the preparation ot material
for the monthly news bulletill. She prepared the material
for the HomemakersNotes, and also solicited material from
them.
Evalyn A. Bentley
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XVIII. Community Activities
Report to Saturday Morni" Musical Club
To the President l Board of the
Saturday Morni�1 Musical Club:
During the past two years the chairman of music in the
rural districts has stresaed projects to secure more lea4ers of
group singing for both juniors and adults.
Our 4-H Club members are developing in a satisfactory
way. Five of the older girls proved their ability last August in
leading the 1941 state Round Up for 4-H members at the University
of Arizona. Leading more than 300 boys and girls is not an easy
task , nevertheless they did it, and were told that it was the most
successful leadership which has been given in group singing at the
annual state Round Up. Mrs. O. P. Knight gave liberally of her
time, talent, and enthusiam and credit is given to her for'the
success. The 4-H girls did all of the accompanying on the piano
and violin. That the. song leadership was a success. is evinced by
an invitation to again lead the group singing at the, 1942 August
State Round Up.
Our work with the juniors has been long standing but our
first County-wide Homemakers Chorus was organized in Octo'ber 1941
with Professor Rollin Pease as sponsor and Mrs. �argaret Lemen in
charge. The group did excellent work and gave three programs; at
the Flowing 'llells Community Club, the Sta.te Frat ernal Congress,
and the Arizona Country Life Conference"at the University.or Arizona.
.
•
I
The group had much difficulty in s�curing leadership for
the past year, since Mrs. Lemen did, not return to Tucson. At present,
the remnant of the former twenty-fi-'Ve ,members find work a pleasure
under the Leader-ah i.p of Miss Ethyl Lobban.' The pur-pose of this group
of wo+en is to sing for pleasure azrd to use the time as a means of
keeping up their moral in these difficult times. They are also pre­
paring to do some song leadership in their 12 rural groups since our
550 homemaker members· believe that song lightens labor at the meeting
as well as in the home.
Respectfully submitted,
Evalyn A. Bentley
Chairman of Music in the
Rural Districts
Evalyn A. Bentle y
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'tuaSON, AtuZONA
Decembet i; i��i
Dear Miss Bentley:
the only way to describe the Homemakers· press representatives,
we are firmly convinced after once again exarri rrt ng and admiring the
press book�, is in a phrase used by Mrs. nalderman of Hillito as a
""\"""1. '
beadline for one of her pages: Wagged on by excess energ'�. We never
felt that way ourselves, but we certainly admire it in others. And
the press books, all seven of them (where are the others11?) show a
tremendous amount of work, both in preparation of the stories, and in
preparation of the books themselves. All of them fulfill their basic
purpose by giving a co�prehensive picture of each club's activities,
and therefore each one of them is certainly in the blue ribbon class.
" to th�dr personal characteristics;
Aillito--This press book certainly deserves first pl�ce for origin-
ality. The publicity chairnmn, "egged on by excess energy·, has provided
�
each page with its own headline--always appropriate, often onomatopoetic.
ihe has also contributed some telling poems here and there, and has put
in a lot of material relevant to club activities, such as articles on
tsundles for .britain which have listed the Killito club among the "workers·.
Itecipes w1-:ich are too long to find their way into newspaper articles, but
which are of interest to club members, are also included in the book.
Occasionally there is no date line to indicate what paper a certain
clipping is taken from.
fiational City--Another newcomer among the press books, �ational �ity
excels in its pictures, and in its cover--a stirring scene of an encounter
between a burrow and a �exican Vaquero among the cacti. It is too bad
there is no name on the cover, and no title page, so that one has to hunt
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among tbe clippings to discover whose book this one is. �ate lines are
also lacking.
�huarita--Again we admire the beautiful tooled leather cover, with its
neat lettering and excellent drawing of a cactus. Sahuarita continues to
put out a very neat book, with date lines carefully�'typed or printed, and
with excellent coverage 'On related subjects \articles on meetings of rural
women, etc.}.
iunnyside--i:iere again is an excellent cover--one of wood, with 8�
.exican boy as the center of interest. The book is notable for very good
pictures, neatness, and interesting uleadsu \opening paragraphs) on almost
�
every story. The monthly headings l"February", etc., printed in large
letters at the beginning of each new section of the book) are a good idea.
"
There are many interesting stories from papers other than the two local
dailies (Arizona Farmer, etc.), and interesting articles on related subject
{i.e. otory by liarriet Illiott on national plans for nut�'ition) •
..mphithe'3.tre--'ihis is another neat, well arranged book. 'l'he two pictures
in the front are excellent--for a sample. This book also lacks a title page.
iort Lowell--This book is also neat, well arranged, and not confined
purely to homemakers' articles. It is, we believe, the only one which
included the Citizen editorial on "tiusband �alling"--and certainly the only
one which included ilWe the .'omenia artioles from the .,tar. '.I.'he use of .• ( Ld
Arizonaft recipes as a kind of frontispiece was effective.
Government Heights--Here is another well arranged book, with complete
coverage, but without proper date lines. How about bigger letters for the
club name on the title paget
Yours faithfully,
Betty Bandel
P.s.
Sopori--Although this book was not on hand when the others were reviewed
I'll say it is a perfect one: for general appearance, the date lines are clipped
from the,Star (and we love that), it has well written publicity, good illustra-
tions and attractive margins, all these things go to make this a blue ribbon winner.
18 appreciate the time and effort put in on this lovely press book which will
always be a joy to those who view it.
B.B.
1941 - 42. Pin18. County Homemakers
Adult publicity project, Press books.
8 press books wer e given blue ribbon rating. They said all had good ::'oints
and showed very good work on both wc rk and publicity news.
1941 - 42 Ft. Lowell Adult Publicity Project
l!rs. J. G. Lambert, report er for Ft. 10"l.';e11 Eomems k e rs, She is ho Id ing
the press-book at the club me et i.ng place wh i.ch wor-en have helped t 0 rna�·:.e
into a meeting place for their group.
1942, :.nuBr)' Annual Home Demonstration Agent.'.
work conf'erence at the l1nlvere1t,. ot Arhona. SubJects
PoultJ7 and Dair7. Mr, Hind. <JemoDltratlng bow to us.
an inseotioide on a towl.
.
1942 Annual Conteren,e. at tJ'nlveraU,. of Arlmna.
Mr. CIlde Rowo demonstrating how to kill a towl.
1942 Home Demonstrat.ion !gen"s Annual Conterence at,
l1nlverett7. SubJfJna Poult17 and da1rT. Crace Ryan,
DeD.A., Uarlcopa, Eft13'D Bentley, Pima Count, B.D••_,
can41'.ng fltgS;1 and t68t.ing eeci tor rr�shne8. by \11. ot
art1tlclal 11gb\.
ETa11n 1. Bentley
Pima Oount,.
1942
ORDDlARI UATClt :TES� REVEAl.S NA.Tt1ll.l OF CLOTH, CLUB rn.1)S
SAHUARITA, Ma,., rt .--(Bpeclal).";'Tbat a simple test with an ord1ntU"1
match rna)' help a house ...w1te deterndne the kind or material she I. bt.¢ng
was demonstrated at the Sahuarita Homemaker. Club meeting recent1)" at
the home or Mrs. Sarah It.wehr.
Using the ffburnM test, 'fw1rs. R. A. Davis and Mrs. Clyde Gaine. d1tter-'
entlated among weighted silk, which burns leaving a skeleton of' charred
metal) aoetate and rqon .. which burn with a rr,ing sound and leave a
bard curled edge, pure silk; which �evelops a blaok beaded edge, and
cottanl which burns comple:t,ely. Various an-ape of. material were boiled
in a weak solution or lye water and all wool pieces were entire� dis­
lolTed, proving another easy test.
Miss Evalyn Bent!8)"1 PIma 'county home demonstration agent, stated
that these tests ma,. not be 'completely inf'all1ble but they give the
homemaker a reliable method ,:01 ident1t)r1ng material., BY' tests the
proper procedure tor oleaning a garment and caring' tor 1t ,mq ba
determined. Miss Bentley .tressed the importance of demandlr.g properl1
labelled materials.' ,-
,
During the business ,meeting members answered roll oall with honey
and syrup substitutions tor sugar. I. letter ot thanks trom Tucson'
Bundles tor, America chapter _8, read answering, the club' 8 '30.20 donation;
A famil,. picnio will be given June 4, in place ot the regular. club
meeting but members nll answer roll call �th brief reviews ot ourrent
articles.
,'�
" I
Mrs. Itshwehr and har : co-hostess, LTra. Homer ChaUae, served refresh­
ments to MInes. Hazel Jones, Frances Chattee,,' Jessie Gander, Rosalie
'"
11e8s1" Rachel Davis, NeU Gaines, MI117' Jones, Hannah Ramser, Ethel
Steels, Lee Ethel 'Bull, Aggie Hart, Ruby Dieha", and. J'ean Nielsen.
Mrs. Jane Wilson of Tucson was a club gue�t. '
- Arizona Daily star, lJq 2g, 1942
Evalyn A. Bentley
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en of Old Pueblo Rise
o lVar Er.nergenc1
With Many Services
a, BETTY BA.NDEL
Women - What I with
to fltd and d1&he. to
V' Dever quite
lUeh • thing u the I
week. So wh"n the war came
alODl, U waln·t much of a ehoir for
them to forget 811 about the 40-
b01ar week, and pItch right In on
idl the exU'a job., landwichlng
1ft between their own tasks,
or ,In, up an hour or two later
a JIlgl)t to do them.
least that's the way It haa
.d In Tuclon. Nothing very
Uc, you understand. Just a
women doing a lot of jobs.
don't have tim. for drama-
lei t for melodrama-when
hlldren have to be shooed off
hool and the man or the house
flc on this new war time
ute; when there's the whole
to bl cleaned from front
back, and Mary, who used
0GIDe � Saturday mornin,. for
h V'f oleanln" 18 oYer on the
tin. faotery now; when din­
haa to be �uat as good and
• ttmptlrS, .s ever, but you
1,. OInnot let the budget ,go up
cent.
omemakers Active
roups long active in Pima coun­
t particularly active now that
country is at war, are the
County Homemakers' groups,
ored by the U.S. Department
of �lcu1ture through its exten­
ervlce. Under the supervl­
of Miss Evalyn Bentley, Pima
home demonstration agent,
of these 12 clubs in rural
of Pima county are busy
g the important problem of
on under war conditions.
these groups, In fact, have
o of the slogans which
I arly show the importance
•
orne front": "What man
ght for a boarding house?"
and "victory breakfasts"
W Turnm n
M ny Types of
War Work
r�� C �t I' i': l/I_ "
'
; '��(:n. .)
! ,.. .......
/\ l \ } \ ' j t.<:., •
""' i
/l:' J j t , /" '. , !
� "1, . I 1(- ) �r I I I I ,\ I
.'
J.:tL.nn·vsiel. Homemakers combi�e Red Cross sewing and the conecting of books for the Victory Book campaign. with theirh. cooking of an extra-nutritious, sugar-saving "victory breakfast." They are Mrs. George Menzie, Mrs. Fred(Pima cou.nty home demonstration a ent). and Mrs. Wade Loudermilk.
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ABOUT TWO DOZEN MEMBERS of Fort Lowell Homemakers Club ass8mb�d at Fort Lowell
Union church Thursday morning to receive instruction from Donald L. Hitch of the U. S. Agricultural
Extension Service about the care, handling and repairing of household tools and gadgets. Busy at
the work bench are (!.eft to right), Mrs. A. F. Sylvester, Mr. Hitch, Mmes. M. G. Guegold, R. J.
Moody, Polly FonteneU., John Hensley, W. M. Allen, Joe Palaski, A. J. Mackin, A. L. Dlil (president),
A. S. Bradley, Miss Evelyn Bentley, Pima county home demonstration agent, and Mrs. Kenneth Harold.
using the saw. (Photo by J. Robert Burns).
Memb;;-;;rived early in the I The care of tools was stressed by
morning Thursday and unloaded Mr. Hitch, who might have added
from their cars electric grills that that the reason many men dread
had refused to glow, knives that Ito see a woman use a saw. is that
would not dent butter, scissors that she often forgets to put It back
chewed instead of cut kitchen in the proper place and neglects to
utensils that looked very Sad, arid see if there .is. a nail in the board
electric light cords that had she wants divided.
"poofed" and smoked once upon Instea� of rubbing the saw blade
a time and since then had not heat- with a piece of bacon rint, the club
ed the pressing iron. memb.ers learned tha�. the way to
Utensil S. keep It in good condition is to oil
With the ra·!ct1 "c�r�e kl it with kerosene before it is stored.jn y S rill mg sup- If the saw has become rusty ItNo more wilr the members of the ply o� household tools and kitchen should be scoured with steel wool
Fort Lowell Homemakers club de- utensils, women �re becoming more until ,it shines, thep oiled.
pend upon the concrete back steps
I
and �ore conscious of conserving The best rule to follow in caring
or the stovepipe to sharpen their what Items they already have. As for all household tools Is to reo
knives. Now they know what kind many of their men go into the member that the night air is often
of a whetstone to purchase and the armed forces or leave on defense damp enough to start a coat of rust
right technique to use with it after jobs, women have found that they and that all metal items should b�
attending a "gadget" repair' class must learn themselves to make t�e stored in a dry place under a roof.
held at Fort Lowell Union church little repairs about th.e home. That S Miss Ben t l e y suggested that
Thursday. why the ga?get repair shop classes many women might construct more
The class Is one of many beln
have been maug�rated. household gadgets if they would
conducted over the state from th� h A coffee pot WIth a very wobbly purchase a set of inexpensive tools.agriculture extension service and andle was made almost good as Then they would have no fear of
taught by Donald L. Hitch assis-
new when Mr. Hitch tlghten�d a harming the more expensive ones
tant specialist in soils and' irrlga.
screw in th� handle. �e �xplamed belonging to the man of the house,
tion. Miss Evalyn Bentley, Pima
how to repair an electrlc light cord and would feel free to try new
county home demonst t1
as he illustrated by actually mak- ideas.ra on agent, in the re airhas been promoting these meetings ������.����������������������of the gadget repair shop in this
county and has announced another
at BInghamton July 27 from 8:30
to 11:30 o'clock in the morning.
CI ass Learns
Use of Tools
Household Gadget Repair
Group Shown Knack of
Mending Articles
continued on back of page
C'a r e of Kitchen I
Implements to Be
Tjlu� Pima GJub� , 7-�' - �,., ,
"A scissors to grind, any',
knives to sharpen?" will be the
request' of Donald L. Hitch, unl­
versity agricultural extension as­
iSiRant in soils and irrigation to
�a County Homemakers at their
second "gadget meeting" from 8:30
llntil 11 o'clock Monday morning .
.Homemakers will gather in the
E. P. Je�erson home, east on Fort
I Lowell � and slightly north ofthe Bingham ton store,As a part � the increasing effort
I toward economy in housekeepingduring wartime, Homemakers will
be t.ught best ways to sharpen
household euttlng implements and
to I repair Ironing cords and other
electrical equipment. Miss Evalyn
Bentley, Pim County home demon­
stration agent, is in charge of the
meeting plans.
-.8 IJ t l.:::
lvalyn ... -BentleY'
Pilla1_ ao",nt1'
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Towels Specially Treated
O • A
Some of the best dishtowel newsHome e m 0 n S t ration gent of the past few years has been theintroduction on the market of
O· U f C t t specially treated cotton dishtowelsI 5 e U S �S S e � 0 0 0 n which are lintless and which ab-., � sorb water better than ordinary7...... .s - 7" � - I towels. By this treatment, manu-
(Miss Evalyn BI(I)'Iltley Pima Pockets should be stitched fiat. facturers have overcome the. two
Co u n t y home demon�trat1on reinforced on the corners, set where main objections that homemakers
agent for the U. S. Department they ar� not likely to be in the have always had to cotton for
of Agriculture has prepared the way. FrIlly pockets and long sashes toweling.
Ii following art' I c I e on practical are kitchen hazards, because they Of the cotton towels that have
II ways of using cotton fabrics to are likely to catch on pan handles, not had this treatment, .. generally
I· aid housewives who are findipg door latches, cupboard knobs, han- the finer and softer the cloth, the
cotton increasingly Important as dles, or fixtures on the �tove. easier. and more quickly dishes may
the war causes shortages in silk Hovse�resses should flt neatly- be drted with them.
.and other fabric!!!. - � d t tor's but not Itghtly, There needs to be Cotton fabrics catch fire easily.
Note) room for action in the sleeves. and So sometimes it's a good idea to.
a little fullness across the shoulders. fireproof pot lifters, curtains near
Many women prefer pleats to flares the stove, and ironing board cov-By EVALYN BENTLEY in the skirt. A conservative flare ers. The following simple horne fire-Probably nowhere on earth Is the that starts about the level of the proofing method has been workeddynasty of King Cotton more se- _- out by the Federal Bureau of Agri.
I jcurely established than it is in the hips does not ge� in the. way as cultural C hem i s try and En­I.American kitchen, especially in Ari- much when there s stooplng to do gineeringzona-and we might be specific l as does an extreme flare that starts Make � fireproofing solution byIland say Pima county-s-sqmetlmes from the waist. _ _ __
,in almost unrecognizable form. It's Must Be Colorfast I stirring into 2 quarts of hot waterpart of oilcloth, the windowshades, Sometimes, however, these at- 3 ounces of boric acid and 7 ouncesthe cookbook bindings, even the tractive dresses are never the same of borax. Stir this until the solu­floor covering. But most important again after the first washing. Com- tion is clear. Or if powdered bO:icof all, cotton makes up nearly all man laundry tragedies are color- acid is used, mix it to a paste WIthhousedresses, it reigns supreme ful materials that fade and dresses a little water first so it will dissolve
among kitchen textiles. that shrink so they no longer fit. more readily.Cotton Is of particular interest Since neither colorfastness -nol"' Then take the fabric to be fire­
Ilhere, because of the amount of shrinkage can be judged at the proofed, which is clean .an� d�,long-staple cotton grown near Tuc- time of buying readymade dresses and thoroughly saturate It In this
son. Much of this long-staple cotton or yard goods some manufacturers solution. Squeeze it out-hand it toIlis used in the finer cotton fabrics. today are te�ting their materials dry. Then iron it after it is p.rac.II Because cotton may be woven and putting such information on tically dry. Do not try to Ironinto cloths of many different con- printed labels. On yard goods, these the treated fabric while. it stillstructlons, it is suited to a variety facts are often revealed by the fine feels damp. Naturally this tr�at­lIof uses. Cotton fabrics are lnex- print on the end of the bolt. ment must be repeated each time
[rpenslve, easy to launder, durable. A label guaranteeing colorfast. the f�bric is wash�d. Incid�ntally,IIAnd they are cool. ness should state exactly to what curtains treated this way WIll near
I� With kitchen temperatures ap- the color is fast. Cottons for house- longer. __
Ijproaching summer levels all year, dresses should be colorfast to light, IIcoolness is a .major requirement of washing, and perspiration. The IIany dress to be worn there. That most dependable shrinkage guar- I"""',---------------,
cotton is satisfactory from this antees are those that tell how much Amphitheatre Unitangle is shown by the trim cotton the dress or material will shrink in .
b
.
uniforms that have been adopted terms of per cent. If this "residual �IjVgies New Fa ricsalmost untversally by dietitians, shrinkage" is not over 1 or 2 per - It "1"2cooks, waitresses - 0 the r s. who I cent, washing will not alter the fit II Eigh een members. of Amphi:spend their working hours. m. or enough to worry about. II theatre Homemakers met yesterdayabout restaurant and Instltutlon For kitchen curtains, cotton is afternoon at the home of Mr�. Raykitchens-where the temperature also a good material. Sometimes in-ltGarrett fol' an all-day meeting atusually borders on the torrid. formation concerning shrinkage II\vhich acetate and wool fabricsSimple Styles Best and colorfastness of curtain mater- were tested and washed in adem-
.
Easiest housedresses t? wash and lals, especially those for draperies, onstration to show proper treat­Iron are, like these uniforms, cut is printed on the selvage of yard ment of ne v fabrics.simpl�. And they are. made out of goods. Cottons for curtains should Leaders wire Miss Evalyn Bent.materials such as gingham, per- be colorfast to light and to washing. ley, Pima county home demonstra­cale, chambray, seersucker, medl- Because kitchen curtains must tion agent; Mrs. Irene Birdsall,. c�ubum-weight broadcloth. These cot- be taken down and washed often, president; Mrs. N. V. Vermllltontons do not. need the s�arching that it's convenient to have two pairs and Mrs. H. E. Farris.lighter weight materials require. for every window. These should Miss Bentley talked on methodsYet they are easier to iron than be styled simply, and should not of dry cleaning which will be d.em­heavy cott�ns. '. interfere with ventilation. If the onstrated at the next meeting.It .i� easier to keep a dress In view is pleasant or the room dark, Committees fro m homemakercondltion, too, if there is no supe� side draperies of cool-looking glng- groups will meet at the courthousefluous. trim, such as ruffles an ham, seersucker, muslin, or other November 17 for more facts onembroidery, that needs special at- medium _ heavy cot ton will be fabrics to give their club members.tention in the wash. Buttons,
� __ �
..
buckles, and slfde fasteners should ...ie_n_o_u_g_h_. ......
be as durable as the dress material.
AvoId belt buckles and buttons of
fabric on a metal mold. These fall
apart and wear through quickly.
Avoid, also, buttons that melt or.
catch fire if they come in contact
with a tl_ot Iron. _ _ _ _ _ _
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Allen. county secretary; R. J.
Kabler. A. H. Morrison, Ed Halder­
man-Rillito Park; Richard Mer­
chant-Sopori; W. H. Birdsall,
county president, W. J. Poulter­
Amphitheatre; G r ace Korte­
Sunnyside; H. M. McNeil-HQIlle­
makers' Art club; W. L. Heist­
Roy R. Stewart, Joe Watterson­
Mission View; Miss Stewart; and
Miss Bentley.
Membeps of 'the club are urged:
to attend a Monday afternoon
session in the church to complete
a quilt, started at the Friday meet­
ing. Red Cross work was also done
at the January meeting.
Those attending Friday were:
Mmes. Clyde, Merriman, Hawes,
Hendershot, Kinder. Nason, Allin,
Steuri, Keyes, F. J. Alexander, C.
T. Moreno, Nettie Coleman, Coch-
Homemakers
Study Foods
tar 12-7-41
Leaders of County Groups
Meet Thursday in
Court House
Officers and publicity chairmen
of Pima County Homemakers'
clubs met in the Pima county
courthouse Thursday afternoon for
a study session devoted to con­
sideration of foods and nutrition
in relation to defense.
With Miss Evalyn Bentley, home
demonstration agent, and Miss
Jean Stewart, nutrition expert, as
leaders, the group considered prob­
lems of nutrition. Miss Stewart
talked on the importance of "the Talks by three speakers and ap­
homemaking defense job," and de- pointment of 1942 committees fea­
scribed Homemakers' markets as I tured the January meeting of thethey are conducted in some parts Govern':llent . Heights �omemakers'
of the country. Miss Bentley ado;
club F'riday m St. Johns Methodist In' her annual report to the de-
vised, "Put 'On your apron and church. partment of agriculture, Miss Eva-eook it; and not only raise it, but The work of the health depart- Iyn Bentley, Pima county home
save it!" I ment was told by Miss Helen Hor- demonstration agent, revealed that
The Homemakers decided to kavl, city-county nur�e, 'Yho also 550 women and 156 girls bad par­
study problems of malnutrition in j
stressed foods and vltamIJ;ts: She ticipated in the county homemak­
the various communities near Tuc- al�o an�ounced th!lt a clinic for er-f-H club program during the
son, and to report on breakfast 1 this section of the CIty was held the 1940-1941 year to form a total of
habits among low income groups. I
second Monda� of each m�nth. 28 'active groups. Of the women in
The question, "If the basic food is Mrs. J. J. 0 Dowd, chairman of the homemakers clubs, about 24
beans, what else is needed in a production f?r the Tucson chapter are &lso members of the Pima
well b a I a n c e d meal?" will be I of the Amerl?an. Red Cross! spoke County Homemakers chorus.
studied by Homemakers during
I of the organization work m gen- ¢rand total of attendance atII the winter eral. 'f" ° h b I lId fII
•
. "We are prepared, here in Tucson, meetings eld y oca ea era orIi Present at the meetmg were Of h t bl Th dO both adults and juniors was 24,360.Mmes. G. A.. G:eller, Melvin Peugh �erw�eli��e c��m[t��e �� re�d IS;S� I The cash value ?f products made-National CIty, Hazel Jones, Clyde at" sh said "PI bY' was (!16 775 67 MISS Bentley report-Gain . . Z B dC, e I. ans are emg 'P' - • -'e�-:-Sahuanta, Laura o· ra - made to take care of refugees from ed, adding. "the major 'portion otB. Wllhams-E�reka club, W'. N. the coast, if necessary." our werk cannot be evaluated sinceley. Joe PolaskI-Fort Lowell, L. The demonstration agent Miss we are dealing in human values and
Evalyn Bentley, urged m�mbers improving home practices."
to "work hard and keep up mo- Twelve communities have carried
II
rale." Nutti.tion in the club's pro- 4-H projects during the year. mem-
gram was discussed. bers completing projects in gar-Mrs. T. L. Nason was elected sec.. ment making, woodcraft, canning,retary-treasurer, to. succeed Mrs. baking, song leading, publicity and�
I'
F. J. Alexander, reslgn�d.· health. �The February meetmg of theIt organization will be held in the 'Wide Activities
It home of Mrs. Warner Taylor, Ajo Adult projects included the beau-
I'road, with Mrs. Alfred E. Aaby, tification of home grounds with'
chairman of the nutrition lesson two school yards improved and 14
to be presented, assisted by Mrs. homes showing the good results of
P. F. Steuri. demonstrations conducted. In foop,s
Committees announced by Mrs. and nutritlon, 68 local leaders .as­
Ray Do Clyde, president, are:
prO-I'
sisted in l,f)ading meetings stressing
gram, Mrs. Steuri, chairman, Mmes. the wider use of the whole grain
James Sadow, T. L. Nason, Frank cereals. vegetables and fruIts and
Allin, G. W. Hoffman; meeting better cooking of meats. In addition:!places, Mrs. W. L. Heitz, chairman, 9,256 quarts of fruits, vegetable�1and Mrs. G. L, Randall; finance, an,� meats were canned with an es-;
Mrs. Myrtie Keyes, chairman, and
I�
timated value of $3,351. Thirty­
Mmes. C. S. Hendershot, Earl Ric- three 4-H' club members eomplet­
kle: fair, Mrs. Myrtle Keyes, chair- ed baking and meal planning, sev­
man, and Mmes. Heitz, Taylor, A. en girls carried canning, and four
F. Knox, A. N. Hawes; May picnic, schools carried the school lunch
Mmes. Hawes, chairman, Ted prbject with the assistance of
Miller and Dupont; music, Mmes. 4-H club members.
Virginia Merriman, chairman, J.
D. Kinder and Heist; sunshine,
Mmes. Lota Cochran, chairman,
Eva M. Baird and Winstead.
- --- -
---
ran, Taylor, C. N. Moylan, �aby,'
H k Hoffman, Knox, Heist, Randallomemae rs Baird, and one visitor, Mrs. G. L.
McLean.
Have Meetina ,I • B IStar 1-1l-4t MIS s ent eyMiss Horkavi, Mrs. O'Dowd R
-,
rt W kAnd Miss Bentley Are e·po s orGuest Speakers Star 1-11-42
Homemakers, 4·H Clubs
Have Been Active
During Year
•eS'ln9
���,r;'�I);Der Feeding
iM)ntr1buJoJ��?il.
can be made by the
a�t"!#UIk�!� of America than that
h�r faplU,y properly,"
Helen Kbrkavi, countYInurse, at. the January meet­the Sunnyside Homemakers.
Horkav1 gave a general out-1Une Of the foods necessary to main­
tain proper nutritional balance.
Miss Evalyn Bentley, countyl
hom.e demonstration agent, dis­
played charts showing comparative
values of various foods.
During the discussion members
of the group sewed garments for
the Red Cross.
Those present were Mmes.
George Menzie, W. L. Cochrane,
Grace Korte, Ira Mann, E. S. Ford,
Ella Edwards, E. O. Watkins, E�Nagel, R. L. Abbott, T. C. Brown.
Wade Loudermilk, Fred Farrar,
Verne Dalby, Margaret Paraventi
and the leaders, Misses Helen Hark­
avi and Evalyn Bentley.
 
r..,,,r.111C'A,':�'· OGl!lnty Homema:kers' pub­
Cha�men compiled them.
Bandel, 'Of the staff ()f the Ari­
Daily Star, led the committee
judged them. And Evalyn Bent­
, who wins our applause as the
most publicity-conscious home demon-
stration agent in Arizona, sent the
Farmer's women's editor the s
about them.
We're referring to those Pima
County Homemakers' press books.
Sixteen were compiled in 1941 by vari­
ous local groups, and eight were en­
tered in the recent annual contest. "I
just wish you could have seen those
books," wrote Miss, Bentley. We wish
so, too, judging from .the judging
-committee's report, relayed to us by
Miss Bentley.
Each a Blue Ribboner
"The only way to describe the Home­
makers' press representatives," Miss
Bandel wrote, "is in a phrase used by
Mrs. Ed Halderman of Rillito as a
headline for one of her pages: 'egged
on by excess energy.' The pressbooks
show a tremendous amount of work,
both in preparation 'of the stories and
in preparation of the books them­
selves. Each one is in the blue ribbon
class."
Of the eight books entered in com­
petition, Miss Bandel wrote: .
Rillito - "This pressbook certainly
deserves first place for originality.
The chairman has provided each page
with its own headline, always appro­
priate. She has contributed some
telling poems and put in a lot of ma­
terial relevant to club activities, in­
cluding recipes which are too long to
find their way into newspaper articles,
but which are of interest to club
members."
Here the women's ed. feels bound to
interrupt. Remember, recipes are
grist for the Farmer's mill, especially
when tested by enterprising groups
such as the Rural Homemakers.
National City-"Excels in its pic­
tures and in its cover, stirring scene
of an encounter between a burro and
a Mexican vaquero among the cacti."
Sahuarita-"We admire the beauti­
tooled cover. A neat book with
lines carefully typed and with
fe:x:ce1.lerlt coverage on related sub-
:{ lyn A. Gentle]
ti�� Count! 19�2
ter of interest. Notable for good
pictures, and interesting leads (open­
ing paragraphs) on almost every
story. Has many interesting stories
from the two local dailies and from
I Arizona Farmer, and interesting arti­
cles on related subjects such as na­
tional plans for nutrition."
Amphitheatre-"Another neat, well­
arranged book. The two pictures in
the front are excellent, for a sample."
Fort Lowell-"Neat, well-arranged,
and not confined purely to Home­
makers' articles. Includes a local
editorial on 'husband calling.' The
use of 'Old Arizona' recipes as a kind
of frontispiece is effective."
Government Heights - "Another
well-arranged book, with complete
coverage."
Sopori-"A perfect book. For gen­
eral appearance, date lines clipped
from the papers, well written pub­
licity, good illustrations and attrac­
tive margins-all these things go to
make this a blue ribbon winner. A
lovely press book which will always
be a joy .to those who view it."
The Women's Page of the August
2, 1,941 number of the Farmer carried
a picture of Mrs. Earl O. Watkins,
Sunnyside Homemakers' publicity
chairman, snapped with her pressbook
at the June Country Life Conference.
In the accompanying story the
women's ed. set forth some firm views
on the fun and importance of women
sharing their everyday experiences,
via the printed page.
The war crisis has imbued women's
activities, group and individual, with
a new significance. Women are tak­
ing part in so many new campaigns
for victory. They are studying home­
making, community and national
problems with a new zeal, and apply­
ing ingenuity to the job of making
life a beautiful, spirited adventure in
the face of harrowing odds.
Every homemaker has a story, if
she will only recognize it. From that
point it is a short straight line to
dropping the women's editor a note
about some new food trick, the way
she modernized her kitchen, or solved
a problem in child rearing, or a newly
discovered economy.
And remember - a good, glossy
snapshot with plenty of black and
white contrast, tells the story' morr�eJvividly than words! ,
n _
 
 
emakers Plan
anuary Meeting Homemakers Have
r 1-4-42 All D MThe Government Heights Home- - ay e e tin amakers' clu? wi�l hold its January Star 4-12-42'
meeting FrIday m St. John's Meth- .
odist church, -startlng at 10 o'clock
Mrs. Myrtle Key�s was hostess
in the morning. The working
at an al�.day meetmg of Govern­
hours will be spent in quilting and
ment He�ghts Homemakers in her
doing Red Cross work. Members
home Frtday. A quilt, given away
will bring sandwiches for their by
the club, was awarded to Mrs.
lunch, and the hostesses, Mmes. W.
Lota Cochran, 3431 Delmar. It
L. Heist and G. L. Randall, will :vas a�nounced that the next meet­
serve coffee. - mg. will be held at Mrs. T. L. Na-
Mrs. J. D. O'Dowd, chairman of so� s home, 301 East President,
production for the Tucson chapter Frtday, May 1.
of the American Red Cross, will Present were Mmes. T. L. Nason,
speak to the group during the J. M. Sadow, C. S. Hendershot,
lunch hour. A. N. Hawes, Ted Miller, T. G.
- At the business session, Mrs. Alexand�r, E. Bentley, A. E. Aaby,
Ray D. Clyde, the new president, F. E. Allm, E. J. Bass, Francis Bar­
will appoint committees for 1942. ton, Ray Clyde, and Heist. Vis­
All members are requested to bring itors were Mrs. S. Schaeffer Mrs
quilting accessories and em- D. Gordon, Mrs. M. Mains: Mrs'
broidery floss, as well as a snap- T. H. Soo, Mrs. D. S. Deay, and
shot of themselves. Mrs. B. G. Smith.
Quilt Completed
If��:ub M�_�t!��
Heights Ho
the Government
CJuUt and 8��a�r�completed a
munlty Service at a� a7f for Coin­
te FrIday at the h -day meet­
...�er Taylor at the f� of Mrs.
-;'::001 on Ajo road.
n Train·
�trfOtf' �� af;e;!oon meeting
J,fi
J. D. Kinder at �ng with
h
81 Evalyn Bentley Pi
e
Plano./
ome demonstratf' ma county
CUlled the ho
on agent, dls­
talked Oil thmemaker's Course and
program A
e present nutrition
eonducte'd by �utrJtAion lesson wasMra. .P P'. S n. . E. Aaby and
1ft \Vhf�h
. ea�urJ. At a roll cali.!"te, Jt was fou��m�gather native
memb I
' only one I
Vlst:r.8 a native Arlzonal'l.
Miss BentI
at the meeting beSides
8ln of
ey were Mrs. W. M. Rea­
M. Cron VafleEJo, CaUf., and Mrs. Lo Scuela. .
GOVER1·1.3;,TT HEIGqyS
Evalyn A. Bentley
Pima County -� 1941-42
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UII:'I,J.'Ii,l!';)Y,
b':$J��t;i9n puts
the
This means only
o;jima Homemakers are going
Hitler's scalp. Or Hirohito's • . •
What Miss Bentley really meant
was that Pima Homemakers are
penmenting in a big way with the use
of a new wheat product called "scalp
of the si�ings," and said to contain
three times the proportion of thiamin,
or vitamin Bl, that is contained in
whole wheat.
It's incredible that anything so sim­
ple should promise such a boon to the I
Nutrition-for-Victory program. Mrs. J.E. O. Watkins, of the Sunnyside .group,
points out that "scalp of the sizings"
is not a commercial product, but �
ply a part of the wheat grain ordi­
narily discarded in the milling pro-
Truth About the "Scalp"
Albert Lent, manager of the Tuc­
son branch of Arizona Flour Mills,
got the idea from reading Henry Bor­
sook's book, "Vitamins," of making'
use of what is probably the cheapest'
natural source of the vitamin B com­
plex. This source, believe it or not,
is a fraction of the wheat grain that
is milled out in the process of maki;ng
white flour, and that heretofore has
been used largely for animal feed!
Borsook pointed out in his book
that "the scalp of the sizings," or
"middlings plus germ," contains three
times the Bl content of whole grain,
has the same calorie and protein val­
ue, and is plenty good to eat in por­
ridge, muffins and all kinds of hot
breads.
It was a clear case of a straight
line being the shortest distance from
Borsook to Albert Lent to Pima Coun­
ty Homemakers. Mrs. Watkins wrote,
"Many of us are using 'scalp 'Of the
sizings' as a hot cereal. We like it
best prepared with about three parts
of the 'scalp' to one part steel cut
wheat. Miss Bentley says to cook in a
double boiler until really done!:
The fact that the "scalp" is not
done up in fancy packages and sold
under a nationally advertised name is
all to the good, so far as the Home­
makers are concerned. It's just as
nourishing and twice as cheap, bought
from the Tucson mill under its pres­
ent uneuphonious name. And they
hasten to stress the point that the
product should be available at any
flour mill if the consumer is willing
to make accurate inquiry and per­
sistent demand for it.
Evaiyn A. Bentley
LPima County --- 1942
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£Q-:.tll'rHEATRE r,1
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"Amphitheatre Has All memben wore apln urpcI to'IAmph·th t H
M t· L h'
work for the Red CrOll I'rlday
I eare as
ee Ing. unc eon mornings. A II Day Me t·
star 11-30-41 Present were Mmes. Trev. Wick, t- r
e Ina'
Amphitheatre Homemaker. held Thomas H. Adami Ralph wet-I A hith 3-2
- r�
their regul thl
' mp I eatre Homemakers met
ar mon y meeting more, W. H. Birdsall, Ben H. An-I Thursday for an all-day session'
Thursday at their clubhouse, 1704 derson, Pete Bouchet, Virgil Queen,
when a "nutrition luncheon" wa�,
Blackl1dge drive, when a covered A. V. Sinclair, V. N. Chandler, C.
served by Mrs. T. Wick, assisted by,
dish luncheon was served at noon. H. Gisman, Leigh L. Hess and H Mrf' tee Garrett,
who gave 8'
Last m.onth's "Achievement Day" W. Vermillion.
,. rec pe or spoon bread..
was discussed, and suggestions _ __ j
After the luncheon MISS Evalyn
yvere made for next year's "Achieve- 'A h. h
. I Bentley, home demonstration agent,
ment Day." A committee was ap- mp It eatre Has I spoke
on vitamins and home
pointed to prepare entries and a
gardens. Mrs. A. V. Sinclair and
booth at the annual fair in
Feb-! Meeting Recently
I Mrs. Tex Tayl�r gave a recipe for
ruary, and plans were made for.
cole slaw dressmg; Mrs. J. J. Smith
a Christmas party to be held De-
Star 1-23-42 and. �rs.
E. Clothier gave one for
cember 18 at the home of Mrs. H. Members of Amphitheatre Home-
Parisian sweets. I
I,
W. Vermillion, Pastime Park road makers' club held a business and
The cost of the nutrition menu
I'!
-
•
•
study session, a covered dish I served the
25 members was $2.80.
Amphitheatre Has luncheon, and a birthday party for
Mrs. P. Bouschet spoke on "Plan­
members whose birthdays fall in ning
Menus Ahead." A birthday
Me et·1ng of C I u b
January, when they gathered at
cake was served, and presents were
Mrs. H. W. Vermillion's home this exchanged among those having
t r 3-1-42 week for their January meeting.
March birthdays. It was announced
Amphitheatre Homemakers held
Mrs. C. H. Gishman contributed a
the next meeting will be held
their February meeting recently at birthday
cake, which was served Thursday, April 16,
at the club­
the home of Mrs. W. H. Vermillion [ by Mrs. Leota Bouchett, and gifts
house, 1704 Blacklidge drive. Mem­
on Pastime Park road. Mrs. Tuva
were presented to the honored
bers �re asked to bring material
Wick spoke on "Vitamins," and guests.
for quilts to sew for home defense.
Mrs. Pete Bouschet discus ed I Miss Evalyn Bentley Pima coun-]
Those present were Mmes. Jesse
"�reakfasts That Measure Up." A ty hom.e
demonstratio� agent, was Thomas, Jo� P�)Ulter, FI?rence
birthday cake was presented by a special guest during the meet-
Doty, A. y..Sinclair, W .. H. BIrdsall,
Mrs. Roxie Poulter to members Ing, She gave suggestions on- the Gra�e
PhIllIPS, C. H. Gisman, H. E.
h�ving birthdays in February, and �ses
of gay-colored socks or stock. Farlss,
V. N. Chandler, E. Clothier,
gtfts were dlstributed. ! mgs tops
which have been dis- R.
A. Wetmore, Treva Wick, W. H.
Present were Mmes. A. V. Sin- carded, and told how sturdy mit.
Hussman, Lee Gar ret t, Pet II
clair, Pete Bouschet, L. L. Hess,
tens or fragile gloves may be made Bouche:, Tex Taylor, Tom Adams,
R. A. Wetmore Florence Doty
I from odds and ends in the
"rag-,
and MISS Evalyn Bentley. Guests
Jesse Thomas
'
Thomas Adams'
I
bag."
were Mrs. J. J. Smith and Mrs.
����:�y g��:���d,R�. 3.ar�e:� W����ltet!�or��;!n��:e���!:
Henry Lew.
.
-
million, H. E. Farriss, U. M. first,
the <!iscussion topic for the
Ch.andlel', E. H. Hussman, Truva !ebruary �eetin� was selected-
i
WICk, K. R. Winstead, Tex Taylor,
The benefits of vitamln A, and the
Roxie Poulter, and W. H. Birdsall.
loods that contain it;" and second,
The next meeting will be held at I
the following new officers were
the home of Mrs. E. H. Hussman
l elected for the coming club year: I
on Campbell and Wetmore roads President, Mrs. W. H. Birdsall'
Thursday, March 20. The Amphi- secretary, Mrs. W.
J. Poulter;
theatre Homemakers' quilt netted' reporter,
Mrs. Tex Taylor; press
$20 at the recent fair it was an- book reporter, Mrs. Lucille
Huss-
inounced.
' man; achievement chairman, Mrs.
___________� ... II Della Farris; county fair commit-
tee, Mmes. W. H. Birdsall Grace
Phillips, Judith Peters,
,
W. J.
Poulter, and H. W. Vermillion;
nutrition committee, Mmes. Treva
Wick, Hilda Hess, Lucille Hussman, ,
Leota Bouchett.
Those present were Mmes. W. J.
Poulter, 'l'reva Wick, Della Farris,
V. N. Chandler, A. V. Sinclair Ruth
II Winstead, Helen Wetmore,
Lucille
II Hussman, W. H. Birdsall,
Leota
Bouchett, Thomas Adams, Charles
H. Gishman, E. A. Townsend,
Jes�ie Thomas, Grace Phillips,
Judith Peters, H. W. Vermillion,
and Miss Evalyn Bentley.
.
balya A. Bn�1.1
n- Coyntr
�942 _
HQJp LuDCh .....ject
1ft one school disU'iCt where a
Hot lunch projeet was 111au�rated
recently the 4·H girls h�lped paint
the room, made some cUrtains,
ed three days, out.q( five . at
. made 500 cOOkIes for the'
gave a 'barft dance to earn
lllpcli money attd I!old horn�·
made CIni'dJ at the 'u.nction.
One of the , girls edited. the schoof
paper, joined the If./VV.V.$,; with Itl.1allJai.d"'l1.liS . nemeo- three 'Other glTls cwllected 1000 1
poundi of rubbei· a13;6: 'crap, she I
and another sold. $26� In bonds and"
stamp' in three day'o$� I
4-a Club
OD back ot page.
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Lead, Donald Bryan, Alvin hiliPS'1Wesley Dobias.
EMORY PARK GOPHERS
Toby Norman, Reporter
The boys' 4-H club started in
Emory Park, on November 2, and
the following officers were elected:
Howard Williams, president; Rob- I
ert Martell, vice president; Naurice I
Koonce, secretary; Toby Norman,
reporter. Other members are Ger­
ald Korte, Frank Kladja, Rudy
Martell, Billy Nevelle. John F.
I Dayton is the leader. Some of
I these boys have been in the 4-H
I Club for three years, others two
I years, and some just one year. I
.
These boys are also Boy Scouts of
the Sunnyside School. The 4-H
Club is known as the Emery Park
Gophers.
MORE
Commended by
ickard for War Efforts
STAR SUNDAY-4·H CLuaA.--- .. /i.-::-:.h.. a: .::::: .. � � ...
Members of 4-H Clubs throughout the nation were commended
for their conttibution to the war effort in a message from Claude
Wickard, secretary of agriculture. Miss Evalyn Bentley, Pima·county
home demonstration agent, has received a copy of the message, ad­
dressed "to the 4-H Club members of the United States" which reads
as follows: I
-.
I
"1 want to congratulate you - _
,soo,ooo 4-H Club members
- on Each week a few more girls
our contrihutions during 1942 to bring their material and start a
e farm and home front and. to .carl sUp or dress. Two of the
the nation's war effort. In a ttme lirls 'are �aking skirts and blouses.
f stress, you haye helped .SU?- Mr. Moody visited the boys last
stantially in .enlargmg the natIOr: s week. We were glad he told them
food and fIber supply, and m how to make rabbit hutches, be­
storing and preserving food. You eause several of the boys have
have gathered thousands of tons o.f rabbits.
scrap metal, rubber, paper, alumi- The Acuna family has moved
num, and turned them over to the from the ranch right into our vll­
nation. You have aided in rural lage.
fire control programs and helped John Henry Jones has moved,
to spread throughout rural areas with his parents to Tucson. We
the national nutritional program were sorry to have him leave.
for the use of right foods and de- Friday afternoon the school gave
velopment of better health. More- .. Halloween program and party
over, your work has helped make which was enjoyed by pupils and
up for the loss of those who have parents.
left farms for the army an? navy, There was a community party
or for war Industries m cities. Saturday evening at the school
"All these eontrfbutlons lead us house.
to expect still larger things from Mrs. Hale surprised us with
you in 1943, not only in the pro- pumpkin pie, one day for lunch.
duction of food and fiber, but Mrs. R. W. Jones had given us
especially in helping to replace a large pumpkin.
' This club was organized by Mr.
the manpower on the farms. More Mrs. F. E. Jones was re-elected Moody, assistant county agent in I
than ever before, the nation needs sehoo! trustee.
I Pima county.
the help of everyone of you. I Mr. John Worthey was given a
----
know that you are inspired by pa- I farewell party by his parents. .f-H Club ObjectivAs
triotism and have a deep faith in shortly before leaving for the (The H's stand for the train-
ur nation. I know that this nation army. ing of the head, heart, hand and
can depend on yot, to redouble your There were M who attended health. The club emblem is the
war efforts. You can do your part by Sunday school at the school house four-leaf clover which Signifies
producing and preserving food; last Sunday. better living, better homes, bet-
taking part in salvage campaigns; I _--- ter morals and a better nation.)
helping on the farm and in the FLOWING WELIJS .f·H
home. keeping well and strong ACTIVITIES
continuing your education; study- LouIse Simms, Reporter
lng the meaning and significance Weare still working on the
of democracy; and purchasing war scrap drive and have gathered
tamps and bonds. In all this work, nearly nine tons at this time. We
we want you to know that you are are going to tliY to collect more.
a definite part of your govern- We can claim 100 per cent en-
ment's organization for helping to rollment in the Junior Red Cross. (The H's stand for the training
win the war and establishing a The girls are still working on of the head, heart, hand and
lasting peace. their Watch Caps for sailors and health. The club emblem Is the
"Sincerely, are making fine progress. They four-leaf clover which signifies"Claude R. Wickard. hope to have some finished soon. better living, better homes, bet.Secretary. They also had a new member- tel' morals and a better nation.)
June Hooker. ARIVACA SEWING CLUB
This week's reports from club At our last meeting we decided By Elvia Padilla, Reporter I
reporters follow: to conduct a business meeting i
twice a month, and we voted to
Our reporter, Mary Rivera, s i
collect dues.
having a vacation at Superior. We I
We also planned to have a a;e gathering
rubber for our n�­
Thanksgiving party for all the
tional defense.
.
Our junk hasn t
4-H members the Wednesday be- all been
taken I? .yet. We have
fore Thanksp:iving.
I
another family llving at .Ari,:,aca.
Those on the entertainment com- Mr. Carpenter caught a
lion m a
mittee are: chairman. Loretta Grey; trap. Our �lub me!llbers are all
Joan Sharver and Rosauro Vidal. enjoying t_helr vacation. The dayshere at Arivaca have been very hot.
I Refreshment committee: chalr-]man, Dawn Van Gorden; June
Hooker and Mildred Deitring.
Mr. James Copeland, husband of
our fourth and fifth grade teacher,
Mrs. Copeland, has joined the navy
a! a chief petty officer and Mr.
Martin Hanson, the son of Mr.
Christian Hanson, the custodian of
our school, left for the army
Wednesday evening.
The boys 4-H membership under
the direction of Mr. Van Doren are
as follows: Johnny Schultz, Ed­
ward Straugh, Harold Stucks, Free-
man Bradford, Clair Deitring,
Charles Harper, Roy,idol, Dickie
4--H Club
NTlOOINTAL CO QUERORS
eza and Robbie Jones,
eporters
Thi ek we began taking
hoo} up an hour earlier so that
• could close an hour sooner and
more of WI could help pick cotton.
are plcklng close to our
(Jolltinued OIl, back ct Ja ,••
(The H's stand for the training
of the head, "heart, hand and,
health." The club emblem' is the
four-leaf clover which signifies
better living, better homes. netter
morals and a better nation).
Miss Evalyn Bentley announces
, that the fall 4-H Club Round-Up has
been cancelled on account of dif­
ficulty in transportation and war
co;nditions. However, 4-H club
work in the counties and communi­
ties will, be maintained as Uncle
Sam is looking for the 4-H club
members to do their part.
GOVERNMENT HEIGHTS
By Eleanor l\loreno
Here I am in New York! This
morning I spent most of the' time
at the famous Statue of Liberty.
I went way up to the crown. I
like everything here, especially the
subway trains, but they are so
noisy! I still like my work in
.....Nashington very well..
CONTINENTAL CONQUERORS
By Roberta Nichols
Our leader, Mrs. Lutie Wilson,
plans to leave on her vacation this
week. She will visit relatives in
Texas.
J. P. Swanson and several other
border patrolmen are expected tal
return to Amado from New York
Isoon. They have been away on a CONTINENTAL CONQUERORS
business trip for the U. S. Border I B R b ta N' h IPatrol y 0 er ic 0 s ,Mr. 'and -Mrs, Fred Dealbany re-, I began m� work in the garden
port the birth of a son, Herbert II
last month I? earnest, as I was
Alexander. _ home fro� high school. I started
Mrs. C. E. Rodgers and daugh- by removmg several arm-loads. of
tel'S Ruth and Roberta Nichols, I weeds from the garden and feedmg
Mrs' J P Swanson and daughter. them tothe pigs. This was a daily
Barbar�,
.
of Amado, and Helen duty, to gather weeds for the pigs.
Otero of Tubac motored to Nogales In workmg m the garden I found
I Monday. On the way down they
that if I plowed the puddles with
visited the Tumacacori mission and
1
my h':lnd plow before the. ground
picnicked at a roadside park near
I had time to. crust over, It made
there. . �he work easier to do, such as hoe-
Carole Booger, a local 4·H'er, has mg around the plants. It was
collected the most scrap rubber necessary for me, to remove some
for the drive this week. of my flowers after they bloomed
Barbara Swanson visited Ruth and t�en replant the soil with
and Roberta Nichols Tuesday and other flowers.
they canned their quota of peas From o�r gard�n we have gath-
for 4.H exhibit. ered turnips, radishes, lettuce and
Mrs. Swanson expects a visit other vegetal?les which we use for
from her mother, Mrs. I:M. Stock- luncl� and �mner. I have canned
ton of Junsmuir, Calif. English peas and carrots and have
canned peas and potatoes together.
LAGUNA LOYAL LABORERS I canned 71 pints of peas from
By Dorothy Davis, Reporter two r?�s about 75 yards long. I
Our regular meeting was heIdI also sliced and dried some apricots., at the home of Wilda Barnes June I have planted an acre of corn;
I 24. It was opened with our cl also �eanuts, pe�s and beans. Dad
.
pledge. Marjorie Cady, our has given us this plot, other than
dent, called the meeting to our usual acre of g�rden space, for
Real grape juice and cookies our defense expansion plot.
our refreshments. . I gathered scrap ·rubber. 120
I
--.-.�.......,,==-! pounds of it, and am now gathering
. Mrs. �yatt spent three days scrap metal.
week wlth her son in Phoenix.
We have already harvested our
brought her back to Tucson potatoes-got about five bushels
day night. of large red potatoes.
Berlin Mulllne also went
Phoenix to visit his mother for
SAHUARITA COTTON
f�w days.. We are hoping to have BLOSSOMShim back In our community. '. By Mabel Land
Dorothy Davis spent three days
As a lone 4-H'er this summer has
last week with Pauline Stewart
been and still is a very busy one.
at 215 East Helen street.
' I am carrying a poultry project of
Mrs. Lottie Honis and son, Don-
120 laying Rhode Island Red and
I �l?, spent last week with Mrs.' Hon- New Hampshire hens. I am raising
IS . mother, Mrs. Babe Moore. two calves and milking two cows,
Mr. and Mrs. VerIand Chandler and dorng everything. connected
and son, Sammie, spent the last with milking. This includes bring­
�wo weeks at Lakeside, Ariz., fish- ing the cows in from pasture, milk­
mg. ing, feeding of dairy ration, sepa-
Tommy Harper and Jerry Whar- rating milk, feeding calves, pour­ton found 30 pounds of rubber on ing up milk for table use, washing
yacant lots..Henry Quswold turned all milk utensils,' and making .but. and �'laced it in the middl�In . 32 pounds, 'Bud Shumaker 120 tel'. I also have a garden project.
I
pounds, Marjorie Cady. 21 pounds The plot measures about one-halfand ¥ilton Davis 250 pounds.
' I
acre. In it is .an orchar� of peach.
Cel�a Shumaker left Monday] es, plums, a ricots and figs, There
m?rmng for Prescott where she are lar tomatoes, okra, beans,
WIll spend two weeks at a Bible
conference.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Halitva from
�r��d Junction, Colo. have been
VI
•
[5!;:' Mr. and Mrs. Chandler this
By Celia
We girls had our
at Wilda Barns' home.
on a skirt and Celia
dress .while Dorothy
Dorothy had goods but no
so after club meeting
Davis, Wilda and Celia
Shumakers where n/u·ntl,,,,.
was laid and cut out. A _--':-i.' ._11
the ditch enjoyed by the
ended the day.
Sandra Manchester, a former
member, wrote from her nnrn.·_11
let us know that she is
and that it's swell to be
, Eva Pat Anderson cell�bn�ted
fifth birthday at her
home July 16. After
birthday party, the chUdr.
swimming.
Dorothy Davis and Nora
did a piece of defense work
days. They went down to
Santa Cruz river and dug up
tires.
Marjorie Cady has returned
a visit to her grandmother.
The people of this part
I ARIVACA.�Elvia Padilla .Lh.... �,_.....,..:_ I
_
In OUr club ' Reporterlng and some of Us
vacation �ome are hay' are se�_
I
Bill Co
a ra�ches, ridi�ng theIr
Cently mpal? baby bo g !Iorses.
lEI :
� dIed re
here
VIa Padilla's aunt ..-,
L'
at the ranch is VISIting!Ina Cavigl' •July dance. Ia gave a Fourth !No rain a ofSo hot. ' nd the ,days ha '
Rathl.
vs been I
friend een Glpe is '.
IVar V' FIenrietta R VISIting herenjoYi�l1ey ranCh. l\��eer,. at theat S g. her Vacat· Y RIvera isUpel'lor IOn very
IViSit at C
• She is also . muchasa Grande gOlhg to
-----=-:___
Evalyn de Bentley
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wards Given to 4-H
rls for ewing Pro.ject
� 4-12-42
Pima County 4-H clubs will hold
ixteenth annual fair and
Ilichieive11lleltlt day at the Flowing
West Prince road,
IIS�Ltulmay. April 25. Exhibits will
ready at 10 a.m. Movies will
shown and part of the song
llle!adiin« contest will be held in the
Boys and girls will meet
1 p.m.. after the picnic lunch,
complete the song leading con-
to enjoy group singing and
leading, to study the exhibits
to view the girls' dress revue.
awards will be made as
part of the afternoon pro-
towel-Marie Genzer,
Continental Conquerors, garment age 12, first; Martha Werbrick,
making, Mrs. Lutie Wilson, leader, first; Shirley Herman, first; Ros­
first year. To el-Alicia Acuna, aura Vidal, first; Dorothy Bower,
age 10, first Betty Blythe, age 10, first; Betty Johnson, first; Esther
lirst Lois Cook. age 10, second. Pot Emery, second; Bosa Gallardo, sec­
holder-Alicia Acuna, first; Betty ond; Gladys Derrick, age 12, third;
Blythe, first. Apron-Alcia Acuna, Wanda Pierce, third; Louise Sims,
first; Lois Cook, second; Betty third. Apron-Marie Genzer, first;
Blythe, third. Fringed scarf- Shirley Herman, first; Rosaura
Alicia Acuna, first; Lois Cook, first. Vidal, first; Martha Werbrick, sec­
Special effort grade-Alicia Acuna, ond; Gladys Derrick, second; Rosa
first; Betty Blythe, first; Lois Cook, Gallardo, second; Wanda Pierce,
third. Second year garment mak- 'second; Louise Sims, second; Betty
ing, slip-Margaret Sims, age 14, Johnson, second; Norma Welborn,
first; Marian Teso, age 11, second; third.
Ramona Acuna, age 13, third; Wy- Special effort grade - Martha
nema Steele, age 14, third. Laun- Werbrick, first; Gladys Derrick,
preparation for the county dry bag-Margaret Sims; first; Rob- first; Rosa Gallardo, first; Betty
fair, leaders and older girls met bie Jones, age 14, second; Lona Mae Johnson, first; Marie Genzer, sec­
last Saturday with the home dem- Harp, age 11, third; Margie Harp, ond; Shirley Herman, second; Ros­
onstration agent, Miss Evalyn age 13; Mary Meza, age 15, third. oura Vidal, second; Wanda Pierce,
Bentley, in the court house, and Dress-Margie Harp, first; Lona second; Dorothy Bower, second;
graded all articles in the sewing Mae Harp, second; Robbie Jones, Norma Welborn, third; Esther
Several hundred arti- second; Mary Meza, second; Estella Emery, third; Louise Sims, third;
were graded and given the Salcido, age 12, second; Teresa Sal- second year; Loreta Gray, age 12,
correct rating with blue, red, or cido, age 14, second; Angelita Teso, first on her dress, laundry bag, and
white ribbons. Blue means a grade age 14, second; Margaret Sims, slip. Fourth year, dress-Josephine
of 90 to 100; red of 80 to 90; and third. Lopez, age 13, first; Nettie Pitt­
white of 70 to 80. Elective-Margie Harp, first on man, age 13, second; child's outfit,
Those who helped with the grad- tea towel; Robbie Jones, first on Nettie eittman, second; Josephine
ing Saturday were: Arivaca-Mrs. pillow cases and dish holder and Lopez, second. Special effort grade
Ethel Futrell, leader, Alberta J. second on towel; Mary Meza, third -Nettie Pittman and Josephine
Crombie, Esther Cummings; Conti- on play suit. Special effort grade- Lopez, both received second.
nental-Mrs. Lutie Wilson, leader;. Robbie Jones, first; Mary Meza, Government Heights Lone 5-H
Mrs. A. A. Harp, Mrs. Augusta first; Margaret Sims, first; Ramona club girls; Gloria Moreno, first on
Douglas, Roberta and Ruth Nich- Acuna, third; Lona Mae Harp, her cotton skirt, tailored school
ols; Flowing Wells - Mrs. Ruth third; Wynema Steele, third; An- dress, and sharkskin sailor dress;
Downs, leader. Josephine Lopez, gelita Teso, third; Marian Teso Virginia Moreno, first on her cot­
Nettie Pittman, Eva Ortega, Elsie Teso, third. ton skirt, tailored school dress,
Ortega; Government Heights-Vir- Third year garment making, sharkskin sailor dress, and cord­
ginia and Gloria Moreno, Pauline dress-Dena Howard, age 14, sec- uroy dressy dress; Pauline Bonelly,
,Bonnelly; Laguna-Mrs. J. A. Shu- ond; Roberta Nichols, age 13, sec-
first on her flannel skirt, cotton
maker, Celia Shumaker, Dorothy ond; Ruth Nichols, age 11, third.
skirt, and sport rayon type dress,
Lee Davis; Sunnyside-Mrs. Elea- Play suit-Dena Howard, first;
second on her gingham pinafore.
nor Means, leader, Norma Lee Roberta Nichols, second; Ruth Laguna Loyal Laborers, gar-
Dayton, Jeanne Loudermilk. N' hid EI t' R th
ment making, Mrs. J. A. Shumak-.0; IC 0 s, secon. ec IVe- u er, advisor, Celia Shumaker, mem-
Awards NIChols, first on pillow cases; sec- ber leader. First year-Dorothy
Awards were as follows: Ari- ond on towels; Dena Howard, third Lee Davis, age 13, 1st on her skirt
vaca, garment making, Mrs. Ethel on dress. Shoe pocket-Ruth Nich- and 2nd on her apron, fringed
D. Futrell, leader. Fringed articles ols, first. Special effort grade- scarf, and pillow slips; Sandra
-Carmen .Encinas, age. 13: first; I Dena Howard, first; Roberta Nich- Manchester, age 13, 2nd on herBarba.ra Gipe, age 13, first; Ma�y ols second' Ruth Nichols second. dress, fringed article, and elective
Riveria, age 15, second; Opheha"
, and 3rd on her hemmed scarf;
Romero, age 12, second; Mary Ann . Many Take Part . Billy Margaret Wharton, age 13,
Gipe, age 12, second; Virginia La- Flowmg Wells, garment mak�ng, 1st on her fringed article and elec-
pez, age 14, third; Kathleen Gipe, Mrs. R;tth Do",,:ns, leader. FIrst. tive, 2nd on her apron, hemmed
age 14, third. Hemmed articles- year, frmge� a�tICles-Ro�a. Gallar-] �rticle, dress, and elective; Marjor­
Mary Riveria. first; Carmen En- da, a.ge 13, fl�st, �anda PIer ce, .age ie Cady, age 10, 1st on her elective
cinas, first; Elvia Padilla, age 14, 14, first: LOUIse SIms, a�e �2, first; and 2nd on her apron, hemmed ar­
second; Ophelia Romero, second;,' Betty �ohnson, age 13, flrs�.
Martha
I ticl�, fringed article, and dress;
Virginia Lopez, second; Barbara Werbrick, age 11, se�on�. Esther Cella Shumaker, age 15, her third
Gipe, second; Mary A� Gipe, sec- Emery, age 11, seco�d, Slurley �er- ye�r, 1st on her child's dress, sun
ond; Kathleen Gipe, third. Dresses man, age 10, second, Rosaura VIdal, suit, and dress, 2nd on her elective;
or aprons-Mary Riveria, first; age 13� second Norma Welborn, age her fourth year, 1st on her dress
Ophelia Romero, first; Elvia Pa- 11! third; Dorothy Bower, age 12, and elective, 2nd on a skirt and
dilla, second; Carmen Encinas, sec- thIrd. dr.ess.
ond. Special effort grade-Mary
Riveria, first; Elvia Padilla, first;
OpheUa Romero, first; Carmen En-
cinas, first; Virginia Lopez, second.
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I
-At lunch when we were sitting
_
at the table all got their own eggs
and broke them on': the other fel-
CONTINENTAL CONQUERORS' ASctatr.l.Vl•.t14--els2-42
low's .eggs. If it got .broken they
I
CLUB
' gave it to the fellow 'who broke it.
By lUary Meaz, Reporter
If it didn't break they could get
Last week we had a very inter-
the other's egg.
esting exhibit sent to us by Miss (The'H's stand for the training
At Canoa Ranch the men that
Bentley. It was two dresses of I of the head, heart, hand and
are working
-
there are, cutting, all
Sears Roebuck and Co.... and is health. The club emblem is the
the mesquites down. And they are
sent out through Consumer Edu- I four-leaf clover which signifies bet- going to pull all the, mesquite'
cation Division.. They were artl- ter living, better homes, better
trunks out. with the tractor. It is
ficial silk dresses and we,were morals and a better nation.) going, to look very nice v.hen ev-
told to watch for material, the' erythingds clean.
seams, stitching and back stitch- ARIVACA SEWING' CLUB Monday there was a 4-H Club
lng, hem finish, thread, - general broadcast on the air, because this
flnish, shoulder pads, button holes, By
Kathleen Gipe, Reporter is National 4-H Club' 'Week. Mrs
belt loops, and Iirrgerte' strap Mrs. Futrell took Mary Riveria,: Wilson" turned/our radio on, and
holders..
'
Eliva Padilla, and Barbara Gipe it didn't work, clearly, so, we ran
This week we have been-buying to the 4-H Club .meeting in Tuc- to Mrs. Ramsay's .home and sat on
Ea�ter st�mps to stick on Easter, son. �1iss l?entle1 gave a ve� ina' the floor, because We' especially
m�II. ThIS.m?ney goes to help t�restmg discussion on the articles wanted to' hear Roberta Nichols,crlp}_)led childr en. Vve have. been �lsplayed and plans for. the com- lone, of our Conquerors. It was. a
luck� enough to see �en chIldr�n ing round-up on April 25th. Most i good program and we enjoyed 'it.
wearmg the bunny pins. .One pin of the other clubs had sent, .lead-j
, .
t
goes to each child who sells ten ers to the meeting' but we"; feel f' �YhAprl� ,17 h�very girl that has
stamps. " that, some. credit w�uld go to us
I111S. ed l�r t .1rd year of 4-R
We have had much excitement for havinz the largest representa-1J CI.ub w�rk
IS gomg to Tucson and
over Easter, making 'bunnies, tion prese�t. I'
with MISS. Be.ntley, and .othe.r 4-Hcards and things in art. But our " Leaders WIll Judge all PIma Coun-
most' fun was on Friday when we F'rIday we had. our annual Eas.: ty work and give' ribbons of
hunted all the eggs and' divided
tel' hunt. The children and ,teach. award.
'
them up. ,,' er�, brought .many colored eggs. I. .Our Achie�ement and Fair .Day
Lena Pennington, in theBecond
Prizes were given for the best dec-. WIll be held at the Flowing Wells­
Grade, and Bennie Pennington, in
orated eggs, tl�e lu.ck� egg, and to school on April 25th. We are all to
the Third Grade have come to our
the boy and ,gIrl fmdmg the most go and spend the day.
school from Arkansas. Bennie's eggs. T�e primary room was hO.n- Three of the children in our'
little dog is busy too, for he found ?red WIth a number of small VlS- community have. $11.70 in. saving
and killed a rattle-snake .that was itors; Jean Grantham of Nogales, I stamps for National Defense and
near where Bennie often wal.ks. Joe. LOP,
ez, Annie
Gonza.
les, Er�-) we still save paper. vVe have much'1Wednesday, Mrs. Douglas played est Salazar, Raymond Moreno" iron' at school and hope to have aa trick on the whole school. We Johnny' Pacheco, and Rose Cam- ton 'of it' when Mr. Brown comes
went to recess ana she immediate- pas. for it.
ly rang the, bell. \Ve went to our 'Little Lewis Salazar- was
. strick-I------,,_,.,===::-�---==--.--.-....,...-­
rooms and she told us, "April en with croup Monday night and
Fool!" The fifth grade had even had to be rushed to Nogales for
gone over the arroyo to Mrs. treatment.
'
Ransey's room for geography. John Kinman came out from '------------------.
Thursday, four young men from T 4 H d 5 H G· I t
the College of Education at. the
exas
.
to see. his mother' a few - an - IrSOl
university came to visit our school.
weeks' ago. He took sick Saturday, Broadcast Th d
Th night and died Sunday night about
urs ay
ey were' surprised to see so 12 S t'ar 4-lJ _ JI, 2many of us, to know about our :30. '+
shower baths, our lunches, our 4-R I J .Pima County 4-H and 5- girls
club, our gardens, and our flowers. I
CONTINEN,TAL CONQUERORS, I WIll broadc�st over KVOA Thurs-
Continental has its first, sickness By lUary lUeza,. Reporter
' day. How PIma county leaders �nd t
of the year. Imogene' and Acie L Th dav wei
members grade the club sewing I
Worthy had the mumps and now .
ast urs ay e saw.�any sol. exhibit and points in leading
Mrs. Worthy has the mumps.
diers pass' by the school. They told juniors in group singing will be dis­
us. to "play hookey" with them, to cussed. A violin solo by Alice Getz-
Miss Bentley calls the attention go
with them over, the hill.. and willer will be a part of the broad-
that the movie "Young Amerlca" they wished they were going to cast.
.
starring Jane Withers will be in school with us. These boys went Girls who will participate are
Tucson April 15 to 18, at, the' Fox to Madera Canyon. 'Frances Watkins, Sunnyside; Celia
Tucson theatre. Members will be Friday of last week we had .our Shumaker, Laguna; Eva Ortega, �
a�ked t.o �ncourage attendance Easter egg hunt. Tony 'Olivas found Flowing Wells;
and Virginia and Isince this picture tells the story the' golden egg for the Ilttle chil- G lor i a Mol' e n 0, Government
of 4-R club work. Many people, dren and, Ramon Teso' found the Heights.
I
�o not know the work of the mil- most eggs. With the big children
lion and �alf boys and girls who Socorro Leon found the golden egg
are :vorkmg for the future of and Pablo Acuna found the most
America.
 
2y�lyn A. �e�tley
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,
The' 4-H gir s rna e 'some cup­
CONTINENTAL CONQUERORS-
I cakes
on Thursday for the school
CLUB
_ lunch on Friday. They surely were
-' Dr'�mo� �cRna, Reporter good! Surplus commodities were now because we are gettingContlneatal Is ill the midst of the used to make them.: " for our ,Christmas Program
large ranch country and we. see The nurse came on Friday to Benefit Dance. Some of the
lots of cattle, and some times see vaccinate the children for small finished their 'pot holders, and
the sales at the Curva Ranch Calf pox. girls studied their 4-H songs.Sale.
, . I Mrs. Rose invited the. children The next big thing in our
On Friday, forty-three calves, I and. teachers from Zinc School ito I munity is our Benefit Dancel
aged one to two years, were going enjoy the pictures with the . Sa- are going to give this
'to be sold in the afternoon. An I huarita School children. They were 20, at Kinsley's Ranch. It
inspector came from Tucson. in the 'very interesting., Mrs. Rose and
I raise money for play-ground
morning and inspected the calves the Zinc teachers and school ehll- ment for the school. Prizes
to find that all were well but one. dren also stayed for lunch.
' be given to the ones who get
In the afternoon they were taken Mr. Luker bought a school. bus lucky
numbers. To get a
to Amado in a truck and were I wrom Yuma High- School. Mr. buy a ticket
at the window
\ L k
. havl th t when you dance. There willshipped. by train to California" at" u er IS av.mg ,e .mo or. over- four lovely Christmas gifts7 o'clock that evening. These. calves' hauled and hIS bus WIll be III use
were sold by Mr. Amado and Mr. I _in about a week. ! away
Cakes will be raffled.
Acuna.
I
I H CI b
have fifteen dollars and we
4 trying to raise seventy-fiveSome more calves were' shipped ", U I more at the dance so yourby train that same afternoon from _. I age will be appreciated. WeAmado. They had three pox-cars ASCtta�lVl.lt2.-1e14s-41 I going to have a great crowd.full, loaded with calves, from Ama- Also, the public is invited todo and Curva ,RanCh. Christmas program, "A
,
.. Born", to be given at Sopori
SOPORI WILLIN<J"WORKERS (The H's stand for the training on December 23, at 7:00 p; m.
By Barbara Black, Reporter : of the head, heart,.�and and health.
The Sopori WillingWorkers held The club .emb�em. �s the fou� �eaf Ia short 4-H Sewing meeting Friday. clover WhICh signifies better living,The boys were making some Pot I better homes, better morals and a I Miss Bentley visited the
Holders out of their fathers' long better nation.) I shiners Monday. She brought
underwear, so their fathers might her a variety of materials
have to wear short ones. this win- SOPORI . WII1LING WORKERS could be used for Christmas
ter. ,The. girls made some button By Barbara Black, Reporter We are very much interested in
holes, because we didn't have our Friday morning about 10:00 we things she had to show us.
material.
. heard a knock at the door an-I A blue ribbon 'was presented
Charles Minderman and daughter nouncing the arrival of Miss Bent-" Jean Loudermilk by Miss B
(Margaret Anti of Tucson, 'and Mr. ley, our 4-H Club supervisor, and; Jean's scrap b?,ok. won thi�
a�� Mrs. Lester Farmsterm were along with her was Miss Ruth at the 'Stat� Fair m �h.oemx.
visltors of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bell. Closson of Chicago. Miss Closson I Mrs. Epping also visited us,We are going to give a Benefit is the Principal of Parkman School demonstrated how Chris�mas
D�nce at KinsleysDecember 20.to in Chicago. We asked Miss Closson could be made. for very little
raise money for play-ground equip- how many teachers there were. The Sunnyside Parent TP.IU�hl.
ent for Sopori School. "She said there were about 25 Association sponsored
We published the '''Little' 'Cow- teachers and 950 children who at- 1
Dance at the school
[puncher" last week. tended the Parkham School.
'
cember 5th. Our club, "'�-'-""P.l'
Tucson shoppers were Mr. and Miss Closson is here on a sab-' made and sold candy and
Mrs. Leo Black and Mr. and Mrs. batical leave; she is studying at Claus favors at the dance.
red Phelan. ! the University of Arizona. She came .
!
with Miss Bentley' to see how the
SAHUARITA CAMERA CLUB' f children study and play and to
By Betty Ann l\Jatthews, Reporter visit the Homemakers Club. We I By Mary Meza ReporterA few of the children from the I sang some Christmas Carols for Our 4-H Club'met
irst through eighth grades have! Miss Closson and Miss Bentley. Miss! December 6 1941 but only
een learning songs. for our Christ- qlosson said that' it was the first
I
were present, The others
mas program. It WIlL be Thursday time that she had eyer he�rd working on the Christmas pr()gra...a
venmg, December 18. Christmas Carols sung III Spamsh. We plan to have our Chris1DiIJ
Half of the lettu,ce crop has al- She said she enjoyed them very II program perhaps Sundayready been shipped. Almost a twen- much and she smiled so pleasantly fore Christmas so all ourty-four hour shift is being worked I we thought she had en joyed can come. '
to get .the . lettuce to market while
I
them very much. Sl_le also said We' are still' having our
the price IS good. she had never been on a cattle ,I lunches and we. enjoy them
The Homemakers met at the ranch, and would like to come out I much. When we weighed
home of Mrs. Fred Jones at Con- and see some of the ranches and 11 month each child had gained�inental for their Christmas party. the horses. She wasn't shocked at i� pounds. .� delightful luncheon was .served, the frontier pants,' and Rod�O I We are glad that Orvillezames were played, and' gtrts ex- shirt the teacher wo�e. She saId) has come back.
changed. that they are a good kind of clothes' Doctor Howard came to
The Homemakers are going to en- I we should wear out here. I tinental School last Friday
tertain their husbands and famil- Miss Bentley showed us some munized all the children
les December 12, at the Sahuarita· things we could make for Christ- parents wanted them to be:
School. Games will be played and
I
mas gifts. She was on her way to smallpox.
.
�efreshments will be served. the Homemakers Club meeting. --'�-��=-'==�--
The Camera Club went on
p�e and took some
_
pictures.
Eva1yn A. Bentley
Pima County - 1941-1942
de' m"OI'&tt2�� WClrk4ers
wh re Ul
-,r:'Ili,,,fttv·.�R'. �mJ.IM'f{,e hope:
r� C�tmas
as h a. we did maadng them.
burlng our working period Wed­
nesday afternoon. we finished :malt..
Ing our Christmas presents. O,a
Wednesday evening Jeap. Loudf!r�
milk and Johnnie Mae Nelson were
entertained at a supper party by
the other members of the club. W�
\ were celebrating the birthdays of
. both girls.
Our busy week ended Friday with
a Christmas Program in which
every child in school took part.
The auditorium was fmed with
Iour parents and friends. Santaas also there. He had a niceall of us.
Eva.lyn A. Bentley
Pima County--1941-42
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CONTINENTAL CONQUERORS.
CLUB
By Mary Meza, Reporter
Early Monday we met at school.
We were anxious to see what we
got in cash prizes at the fair. We
couldn't wait for the afternoon and
we were asking what we got. So
when the 9 o'clock bell rang, we
had our 4-H meeting. Mrs. Wilson
told the 4-H club girls what they
on and showed us the ribbons
garments. Mrs. Ramsey told
+H boys what they won, but
have the ribbons with
